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Reminder: Special Government Employees (SGE)
• Subject to the same ethics rules that apply to 

government employees
• Rules located in “Standards of Ethical Conduct for 

Employees of the Executive Branch”
• ACRWH members are required to disclose any real, 

potential, or apparent conflict(s) of interest
• ACRWH members may not engage in any lobbying 

activities while attending committee meetings of 
ACRWH-sponsored events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Note to Elizabeth: No minutes for the Spring 2019 meeting?]Good morning and welcome to the 49th meeting of the NIH Advisory Committee on Research on Women’s Health.  At this time I must remind you that as Advisory Committee members, you are Special Government Employees. This means you are subject to the same ethics rules that apply to government employees.  These rules are described in the pamphlet, “Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch.”  You received a copy of this document when you were appointed.  At every meeting, we like to review the steps we take and the process we follow to that any conflicts between your public responsibilities and your private interests and activities are both identified and addressed.  As you know, before every meeting you provide us with a great deal of information about your professional, personal and financial interests.  We use this information as the foundation for assessing whether or not you have any real, potential or apparent conflicts of interest that could compromise your ability to be objective in giving advice during committee meetings.  If such conflicts are identified we either issue you a waiver or recuse you from a particular portion of the meeting.  We sometimes waive conflicts of interest for general matters because we believe your ability to objective will not be affected by your interests.  We also rely a great deal on you. Please be attentive during meetings to the possibility that an issue could arise that could affect, or appear to affect, your interest in a specific way.  If this happens, I ask you to recuse yourself and let me know.Before we move on, the minutes from the October 23, 2018 and the February 25 meeting were posted on the ORWH Website and a links were sent to you for your reference.  !Is there a motion on the table to accept the October 23, 2018 minutes as written?Is there a motion on the table to accept the February 25, 2019 minutes as written?



• Electronic submission of Confidential Financial Disclosure 
Report (OGE form 450) via NIH Ethics Enterprise System (NEES) 

• ACRWH 2019 slate is first to use new system
• Conflict of Interest (COI) updates will be pre-populated with 

data from previously filed forms

New SGE Procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to take a moment to share with you some exciting changes to our onboarding and ethics review processes. In support of a government-wide directive from the White House Office of Management and Budget, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) launched ReImagine HHS, an effort to improve efficiency and effectiveness at the Department and throughout its operating and staff divisions. Under this directive, NIH launched Optimize NIH to improve organizational effectiveness and performance in support of the NIH mission. Committee Management and Ethics are two of the first three areas to streamline the processes.ACRWH 2019 slate is first to use new system. The benefit of this method is improved processing/approval time, reduction or elimination of paper-based processes, and providing a more seamless onboarding experience for our members. Similar to the onboarding process, the Ethics Program will also transition to an electronic format.These Optimize NIH updates will roll out through 2019, and you will receive direct communications from committee management regarding when you need to take action. 



Saluting Retiring Member

Rachel Jones, Ph.D., R.N.                
Associate Professor
School of Nursing
Northeastern University

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Fall we have just one retiring ACRWH member:  Dr. Rachel JonesWe thank and commend Dr. Jones for her service on ACRWH and her contributions to advancing women’s health research. 



Judy Regensteiner,  PhD
Director, Center for Women’s Health 
Research, School of Medicine, Univ. of 
Colorado, Anschutz Medical Campus
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Scott Hultgren, PhD
Helen L. Stoever Prof. of Molecular 
Microbiology; Dir., Center for Women’s 
Infectious Disease Research, Washington 
Univ. School of Medicine in St. Louis

Sabra Klein, PhD
Assoc. Prof. Dept. of Molecular 
Microbiology and Immunology, Dept. of 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 
Bloomberg School of Public Health, Johns 
Hopkins University

Alyson McGregor, MD, MA
Assoc. Prof. of Emergency Medicine, 
Director, Division of Sex and Gender in 
Emergency Medicine, Alpert Medical 
School, Brown University

Michelle Robinson, DMD, MA
Interim Dean
School of Dentistry, University of Alabama 
at Birmingham

Neel Shah, MD, MPP
Asst. Prof., Obstetrics, Gynecology, and 
Reproductive Biology, Harvard Medical 
School; Dir., Delivery Decisions Initiative, 
Ariadne Labs, Harvard University

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am pleased to introduce our new members. We are so fortunate that these highly esteemed and accomplished individuals have agreed to serve on ACRWH.  We look forward to their contributions.Our new members are:Dr. Scott HultgrenDr. Sabra KleinDr. Judy RegensteinerDr. Michelle Robinson (or Dean Michelle Robinson)Dr. Alyson McGregorDr. Neel ShahThank you again to all of you.



Janine Austin Clayton, M.D.
NIH Associate Director for Research on Women’s Health
Director, Office of Research on Women's Health
National Institutes of Health
Director’s Report
October 23, 2019
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49th Meeting of the NIH Advisory Committee 
on Research on Women’s Health 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[LIZ]It is now my honor to introduce our first speaker.  Dr. Janine Clayton is the Director of the Office of Research on Women's Health. She also serves as NIH Associate Director for Research on Women’s Health.  She will present the Director’s Report.Dr. Clayton.--------------------------------[Dr. Clayton]Welcome and good morning. It’s my honor to present the Director’s Report.  As I hope to show you, the past six months has been an especially active for ORWH. We have made important and historic achievements in the areas all of us care about deeply: Underrepresentation of women in biomedical careers,Inclusion of women and other underrepresented populations in clinical trials, and Consideration of sex as a biological variable in research.But before I begin, there are a few important  re TAccounting and ivements in the area s have been truly   , which will give you an overview of ORWH’s activities since our last meeting in April.  



Elijah 
Cummings

United States House of 
Representatives | Maryland

1951 - 2019
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Earlier this month the nation and Maryland lost one of its giants in Congress. And women’s health lost one of its strongest advocates. Rep. Elijah Cummings was not only respected, but also beloved -- by his colleagues on both sides of the aisle. I’d like to mention just a few of his contributions to improving health care.  He was the sponsor of the Henrietta Lacks Enhancing Cancer Research Act. The bill would direct the Government Accountability Office to study and publish a report on the barriers to participation faced by those traditionally underrepresented in federally funded clinical trials.Rep. Cummings was a founding member of the Black Maternal Health Caucus, which works to address and improve maternal health for African American women. Finally, he was the author of the Comprehensive Addiction Resources Emergency (CARE) Act. The CARE Act is modeled directly on the Ryan White Act and would support local decision-making and federal research and programs to prevent drug use while expanding access to evidence-based treatments and recovery support services. 



Ann Cashion, PhD, RN, FAAN
Acting Director

Linda S. Birnbaum, Ph.D., D.A.B.T., A.T.S.
Director

Retiring

NIH leadership update

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2019 NIH said farewell to two outstanding leaders. Dr. Linda S. Birnbaum,  Director of National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences,In July, NIEHS and National Toxicology Program (NTP) Director Linda Birnbaum, Ph.D., announced that she will retire on Oct. 3. Deputy Director Rick Woychik, Ph.D., will step up as acting director until new leadership is selected after a national search. “Under Linda’s leadership, NIEHS became a world leader in toxicology and environmental health research, with NIEHS science inspiring health policy and safety standards in the United States and abroad,” wrote NIH Director Francis Collins, M.D., Ph.D., in a press release. Birnbaum was the first woman and the first board-certified toxicologist to lead the 53-year-old instituteDr. Ann Cashion, Acting Director of the National Institute of Nursing Research. She announced her retirement in August. She also served as NINR Scientific Director since 2013.In her role as Scientific Director, she established a thriving intramural research program focused on advancing symptom science, a program that now includes the NINR-led, trans-NIH Symptom Science Center. Additionally, with then-NINR Director Patricia A. Grady, PhD, RN, FAAN, Dr. Cashion developed the NIH Symptom Science Model to guide symptoms research in the intramural program.Following Dr. Cashion’s departure, NIH Principal Deputy Director Lawrence A. Tabak, DDS, PhD, will serve as the Acting Director of NINR. In addition, NIH Associate Deputy Director Tara A. Schwetz, PhD, will serve as NINR’s Acting Deputy DirectorIn September, Dr. Debara L. Tucci became the new director of National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD)In her new role, Dr. Tucci will also lead the institute’s research and training programs in hearing, balance, taste, smell, voice, speech and language. Previously, Dr. Tucci was professor of surgery and director of the cochlear implant program in the Division of Head and Neck Surgery & Communication Sciences at Duke University. There, she co-founded the Duke Hearing Center. Dr. Tucci has received continuous NIH funding since beginning her academic career. Her primary research interests focus on addressing barriers to hearing health care for older adults, starting with the primary care setting, and establishing a network of academic and community-based research sites to conduct clinical research in hearing and balance disorders. Dr. Tucci also leads NIDCD grants to train and mentor the next generation of clinician investigators in otolaryngology and communication sciences. Serving as acting director before Dr. Tucci took the lead was Dr. Judith Cooper.And finally, this summer, upon the retirement of the director of the National Eye Institute, Dr. Paul Sieving, Ph.D., Dr. Santa Tumminia was named Acting Director of the National Eye Institute. Previously, Dr. Tumminia served as Deputy Director. Tumminia joined the NEI Laboratory of Mechanisms of Ocular Diseases in 1991 as a senior staff fellow, studying glaucoma and cataract. In 1998, she joined the Foundation Fighting Blindness, the largest non-government funder of retinal disease research, overseeing its grant portfolio.Tumminia returned to NEI in 2003, joining the Office of the Director where she has provided leadership to intramural and extramural programs.Tumminia has helped formulate and execute new research concepts, such as the NEI Audacious Goals Initiative. She designed, implemented, and now oversees the rare inherited eye disease initiative the National Ophthalmic Disease Genotyping and Phenotyping Network (eyeGENE®). Tumminia leads stem cell and regenerative medicine programs at NEI and was key in launching the new Age-Related Macular Degeneration Systems Biology Program. ---------------BACKGROUNDDr. BirnbaumOn July 9, NIEHS and National Toxicology Program (NTP) Director Linda Birnbaum, Ph.D., announced that she will retire on Oct. 3. Deputy Director Rick Woychik, Ph.D., will step up as acting director until new leadership is selected after a national search. Birnbaum’s career as a federal scientist and leader spans more than 40 years, including work at the U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). “Under Linda’s leadership, NIEHS became a world leader in toxicology and environmental health research, with NIEHS science inspiring health policy and safety standards in the United States and abroad,” wrote NIH Director Francis Collins, M.D., Ph.D., in a press release, which highlighted these accomplishments:Birnbaum was the first woman and the first board-certified toxicologist to lead NIEHS. Leadership for important trans-NIH research projects following the 2014 West Virginia chemical spill and the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill. “Both studies required effective coordination with scientists across NIH, and with the residents of affected areas,” wrote Collins.Publication of NTP scientific reports, such as the bi-annual Report on Carcinogens, which presents major scientific analyses of substances in our environment that may cause cancer.Establishment of a national network of exposure assessment laboratories with an innovative grant program called Children’s Health Exposure Analysis Resource.Strengthening of the NIEHS-funded Children’s Centers, which were originally co-sponsored with EPA.Work with environmental justice communities.Opening of the NIEHS Clinical Research Unit.Active support for the NIH Women in Biomedical Research Program.Dr. CashionOn August 20, 2019, NIH announced the retirement of NINR Acting Director and Scientific Director Ann K. Cashion, PhD, RN, FAAN. Dr. Cashion has served as Acting Director for the past year, and as NINR Scientific Director since 2013.Dr. Cashion arrived at NINR in 2011 as a Senior Advisor to then-NINR Director Patricia A. Grady, PhD, RN, FAAN. She also served as the Acting NINR Scientific Director before being named permanent Scientific Director. In this role, she established a thriving intramural research program focused on advancing symptom science, a program that now includes the NINR-led, trans-NIH Symptom Science Center. Additionally, with then-NINR Director Patricia A. Grady, PhD, RN, FAAN, Dr. Cashion developed the NIH Symptom Science Model to guide symptoms research in the intramural program.Before joining NIH, Dr. Cashion was professor and chair of the Department of Acute and Chronic Care in the College of Nursing, University of Tennessee Health Science Center (UTHSC). She joined the faculty in 2000, shortly after earning her doctorate at UTHSC. During her tenure there, Dr. Cashion researched social, environmental, and genetic markers to predict patient outcomes and guide therapies in solid organ transplant recipients. She also shared her expertise, mentoring numerous doctoral students on how to incorporate genomics into their programs of research.NIH soon will be re-opening the search for a new permanent Director of NINR. Following Dr. Cashion’s departure, NIH Principal Deputy Director Lawrence A. Tabak, DDS, PhD, will serve as the Acting Director of NINR. In addition, NIH Associate Deputy Director Tara A. Schwetz, PhD, will serve as NINR’s Acting Deputy Director, effective August 26, managing the day-to-day operations of the Institute. Jessica M. Gill, PhD, RN, FAAN, currently NINR’s Deputy Scientific Director, will serve as the Acting Scientific Director. Debara L. Tucci, M.D., M.S., M.B.A. In September, Debara L. Tucci, M.D., M.S., M.B.A., became director of the National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD). Previously, Dr. Tucci was professor of surgery and director of the cochlear implant program in the Division of Head and Neck Surgery & Communication Sciences at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina. In her new role, Dr. Tucci will oversee NIDCD’s annual budget of approximately $459 million (fiscal year 2018) and lead the institute’s research and training programs in hearing, balance, taste, smell, voice, speech and language. Discoveries in these areas can have a dramatic impact on the lives of the tens of millions of people with deafness and other communication disorders.Dr. Tucci has been on the faculty of the Duke University Medical Center since 1993, where she co-founded the Duke Hearing Center. She has received continuous NIH funding since beginning her academic career. Her primary research interests focus on addressing barriers to hearing health care for older adults, starting with the primary care setting, and establishing a network of academic and community-based research sites to conduct clinical research in hearing and balance disorders. Dr. Tucci also leads NIDCD grants to train and mentor the next generation of clinician investigators in otolaryngology and communication sciences. While at the NIH, she will continue her work to address hearing loss as a global public health problem in her role as co-chair of the Lancet Commission on Global Hearing Loss.Dr. Tucci is the recipient of the Distinguished Service Award from the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery (AAO-HNS). She has served on the AAO-HNS Research Advisory Board, Board of Directors, Executive Committee and numerous subcommittees. She has served as president of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology, the American Otological Society and the American Neurotology Society, and is active in numerous other professional societies.“I want to extend my appreciation and gratitude to Judith Cooper, Ph.D., for her commitment and leadership in serving as the NIDCD acting director after the retirement of long-time director James F. Battey, Jr., M.D., Ph.D., last May,” said Dr. Collins. “She has agreed to continue to serve in a leadership role as the NIDCD deputy director.”Santa Tumminia, PhDSanta Tumminia, Ph.D. is the acting director of the National Eye Institute (NEI). Previously, Dr. Tumminia served as Deputy Director. Tumminia joined the NEI Laboratory of Mechanisms of Ocular Diseases in 1991 as a senior staff fellow, studying glaucoma and cataract. In 1998, she joined the Foundation Fighting Blindness, the largest non-government funder of retinal disease research, overseeing its grant portfolio. Tumminia returned to NEI in 2003, joining the Office of the Director where she has provided leadership to intramural and extramural programs. Tumminia has helped formulate and execute new research concepts, such as the NEI Audacious Goals Initiative.  She designed, implemented, and now oversees the rare inherited eye disease initiative the National Ophthalmic Disease Genotyping and Phenotyping Network (eyeGENE®). Tumminia leads stem cell and regenerative medicine programs at NEI and was key in launching the new Age-Related Macular Degeneration Systems Biology Program. 



Congratulations!

NIH leadership update

Debara L. Tucci, M.D., M.S., M.B.A.
Director

Santa Tumminia, Ph.D.
Acting Director

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2019 NIH said farewell to two outstanding leaders. Dr. Linda S. Birnbaum,  Director of National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences,In July, NIEHS and National Toxicology Program (NTP) Director Linda Birnbaum, Ph.D., announced that she will retire on Oct. 3. Deputy Director Rick Woychik, Ph.D., will step up as acting director until new leadership is selected after a national search. “Under Linda’s leadership, NIEHS became a world leader in toxicology and environmental health research, with NIEHS science inspiring health policy and safety standards in the United States and abroad,” wrote NIH Director Francis Collins, M.D., Ph.D., in a press release. Birnbaum was the first woman and the first board-certified toxicologist to lead the 53-year-old instituteDr. Ann Cashion, Acting Director of the National Institute of Nursing Research. She announced her retirement in August. She also served as NINR Scientific Director since 2013.In her role as Scientific Director, she established a thriving intramural research program focused on advancing symptom science, a program that now includes the NINR-led, trans-NIH Symptom Science Center. Additionally, with then-NINR Director Patricia A. Grady, PhD, RN, FAAN, Dr. Cashion developed the NIH Symptom Science Model to guide symptoms research in the intramural program.Following Dr. Cashion’s departure, NIH Principal Deputy Director Lawrence A. Tabak, DDS, PhD, will serve as the Acting Director of NINR. In addition, NIH Associate Deputy Director Tara A. Schwetz, PhD, will serve as NINR’s Acting Deputy DirectorIn September, Dr. Debara L. Tucci became the new director of National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD)In her new role, Dr. Tucci will also lead the institute’s research and training programs in hearing, balance, taste, smell, voice, speech and language. Previously, Dr. Tucci was professor of surgery and director of the cochlear implant program in the Division of Head and Neck Surgery & Communication Sciences at Duke University. There, she co-founded the Duke Hearing Center. Dr. Tucci has received continuous NIH funding since beginning her academic career. Her primary research interests focus on addressing barriers to hearing health care for older adults, starting with the primary care setting, and establishing a network of academic and community-based research sites to conduct clinical research in hearing and balance disorders. Dr. Tucci also leads NIDCD grants to train and mentor the next generation of clinician investigators in otolaryngology and communication sciences. Serving as acting director before Dr. Tucci took the lead was Dr. Judith Cooper.And finally, this summer, upon the retirement of the director of the National Eye Institute, Dr. Paul Sieving, Ph.D., Dr. Santa Tumminia was named Acting Director of the National Eye Institute. Previously, Dr. Tumminia served as Deputy Director. Tumminia joined the NEI Laboratory of Mechanisms of Ocular Diseases in 1991 as a senior staff fellow, studying glaucoma and cataract. In 1998, she joined the Foundation Fighting Blindness, the largest non-government funder of retinal disease research, overseeing its grant portfolio.Tumminia returned to NEI in 2003, joining the Office of the Director where she has provided leadership to intramural and extramural programs.Tumminia has helped formulate and execute new research concepts, such as the NEI Audacious Goals Initiative. She designed, implemented, and now oversees the rare inherited eye disease initiative the National Ophthalmic Disease Genotyping and Phenotyping Network (eyeGENE®). Tumminia leads stem cell and regenerative medicine programs at NEI and was key in launching the new Age-Related Macular Degeneration Systems Biology Program. ---------------BACKGROUNDDr. BirnbaumOn July 9, NIEHS and National Toxicology Program (NTP) Director Linda Birnbaum, Ph.D., announced that she will retire on Oct. 3. Deputy Director Rick Woychik, Ph.D., will step up as acting director until new leadership is selected after a national search. Birnbaum’s career as a federal scientist and leader spans more than 40 years, including work at the U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). “Under Linda’s leadership, NIEHS became a world leader in toxicology and environmental health research, with NIEHS science inspiring health policy and safety standards in the United States and abroad,” wrote NIH Director Francis Collins, M.D., Ph.D., in a press release, which highlighted these accomplishments:Birnbaum was the first woman and the first board-certified toxicologist to lead NIEHS. Leadership for important trans-NIH research projects following the 2014 West Virginia chemical spill and the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill. “Both studies required effective coordination with scientists across NIH, and with the residents of affected areas,” wrote Collins.Publication of NTP scientific reports, such as the bi-annual Report on Carcinogens, which presents major scientific analyses of substances in our environment that may cause cancer.Establishment of a national network of exposure assessment laboratories with an innovative grant program called Children’s Health Exposure Analysis Resource.Strengthening of the NIEHS-funded Children’s Centers, which were originally co-sponsored with EPA.Work with environmental justice communities.Opening of the NIEHS Clinical Research Unit.Active support for the NIH Women in Biomedical Research Program.Dr. CashionOn August 20, 2019, NIH announced the retirement of NINR Acting Director and Scientific Director Ann K. Cashion, PhD, RN, FAAN. Dr. Cashion has served as Acting Director for the past year, and as NINR Scientific Director since 2013.Dr. Cashion arrived at NINR in 2011 as a Senior Advisor to then-NINR Director Patricia A. Grady, PhD, RN, FAAN. She also served as the Acting NINR Scientific Director before being named permanent Scientific Director. In this role, she established a thriving intramural research program focused on advancing symptom science, a program that now includes the NINR-led, trans-NIH Symptom Science Center. Additionally, with then-NINR Director Patricia A. Grady, PhD, RN, FAAN, Dr. Cashion developed the NIH Symptom Science Model to guide symptoms research in the intramural program.Before joining NIH, Dr. Cashion was professor and chair of the Department of Acute and Chronic Care in the College of Nursing, University of Tennessee Health Science Center (UTHSC). She joined the faculty in 2000, shortly after earning her doctorate at UTHSC. During her tenure there, Dr. Cashion researched social, environmental, and genetic markers to predict patient outcomes and guide therapies in solid organ transplant recipients. She also shared her expertise, mentoring numerous doctoral students on how to incorporate genomics into their programs of research.NIH soon will be re-opening the search for a new permanent Director of NINR. Following Dr. Cashion’s departure, NIH Principal Deputy Director Lawrence A. Tabak, DDS, PhD, will serve as the Acting Director of NINR. In addition, NIH Associate Deputy Director Tara A. Schwetz, PhD, will serve as NINR’s Acting Deputy Director, effective August 26, managing the day-to-day operations of the Institute. Jessica M. Gill, PhD, RN, FAAN, currently NINR’s Deputy Scientific Director, will serve as the Acting Scientific Director. Debara L. Tucci, M.D., M.S., M.B.A. In September, Debara L. Tucci, M.D., M.S., M.B.A., became director of the National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD). Previously, Dr. Tucci was professor of surgery and director of the cochlear implant program in the Division of Head and Neck Surgery & Communication Sciences at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina. In her new role, Dr. Tucci will oversee NIDCD’s annual budget of approximately $459 million (fiscal year 2018) and lead the institute’s research and training programs in hearing, balance, taste, smell, voice, speech and language. Discoveries in these areas can have a dramatic impact on the lives of the tens of millions of people with deafness and other communication disorders.Dr. Tucci has been on the faculty of the Duke University Medical Center since 1993, where she co-founded the Duke Hearing Center. She has received continuous NIH funding since beginning her academic career. Her primary research interests focus on addressing barriers to hearing health care for older adults, starting with the primary care setting, and establishing a network of academic and community-based research sites to conduct clinical research in hearing and balance disorders. Dr. Tucci also leads NIDCD grants to train and mentor the next generation of clinician investigators in otolaryngology and communication sciences. While at the NIH, she will continue her work to address hearing loss as a global public health problem in her role as co-chair of the Lancet Commission on Global Hearing Loss.Dr. Tucci is the recipient of the Distinguished Service Award from the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery (AAO-HNS). She has served on the AAO-HNS Research Advisory Board, Board of Directors, Executive Committee and numerous subcommittees. She has served as president of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology, the American Otological Society and the American Neurotology Society, and is active in numerous other professional societies.“I want to extend my appreciation and gratitude to Judith Cooper, Ph.D., for her commitment and leadership in serving as the NIDCD acting director after the retirement of long-time director James F. Battey, Jr., M.D., Ph.D., last May,” said Dr. Collins. “She has agreed to continue to serve in a leadership role as the NIDCD deputy director.”Santa Tumminia, PhDSanta Tumminia, Ph.D. is the acting director of the National Eye Institute (NEI). Previously, Dr. Tumminia served as Deputy Director. Tumminia joined the NEI Laboratory of Mechanisms of Ocular Diseases in 1991 as a senior staff fellow, studying glaucoma and cataract. In 1998, she joined the Foundation Fighting Blindness, the largest non-government funder of retinal disease research, overseeing its grant portfolio. Tumminia returned to NEI in 2003, joining the Office of the Director where she has provided leadership to intramural and extramural programs. Tumminia has helped formulate and execute new research concepts, such as the NEI Audacious Goals Initiative.  She designed, implemented, and now oversees the rare inherited eye disease initiative the National Ophthalmic Disease Genotyping and Phenotyping Network (eyeGENE®). Tumminia leads stem cell and regenerative medicine programs at NEI and was key in launching the new Age-Related Macular Degeneration Systems Biology Program. 



Mission
To catalyze new capabilities in biomedical data 
science by providing trans-NIH leadership and 
coordination for modernization of the NIH data 
resource ecosystem, development of a diverse and 
talented data science workforce, and building 
strategic partnerships to develop and disseminate 
advanced technologies and methods.
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Meet the new Director of 
Office of Data Science Strategy

Susan K. Gregurick, Ph.D.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BackgroundFormed in 2018, the Office of Data Science Strategy (ODSS) leads implementation of the NIH Strategic Plan for Data Science through scientific, technical, and operational collaboration with the institutes, centers, and offices that comprise NIH. The office is within the Division of Program Coordination, Planning, and Strategic Initiatives, which plans and coordinates trans-NIH initiatives and research supported by the NIH Common Fund.VisionThe complexity and volume of basic, translational, and clinical research data generated by NIH-supported investigators continues to rapidly increase. To take full advantage of these data, NIH must integrate the collection, storage, analysis, use, and sharing of these data according to FAIR practices and foster a talented and diverse data science workforce. The NIH ODSS, located within the Division of Program Coordination, Planning, and Strategic Initiatives in the Office of the Director, provides leadership and coordination on a broad range of NIH-wide data science activities to realize the Agency’s vision for a modernized and integrated biomedical data ecosystem.MissionTo catalyze new capabilities in biomedical data science by providing trans-NIH leadership and coordination for modernization of the NIH data resource ecosystem, development of a diverse and talented data science workforce, and building strategic partnerships to develop and disseminate advanced technologies and methods.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIH women are leading the way in the next level of leadership. 13 of 27 Deputy Directors are women. One of the incredible resources we have on our website is insight from many of these directors in our Pearls of Wisdom series. It is definitely worth checking out. 
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13 of 27 ICs have woman 
deputy directors!

ICs with 
woman 

DDs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIH women are leading the way in the next level of leadership. 13 of 27 Deputy Directors are women. One of the incredible resources we have on our website is insight from many of these directors in our Pearls of Wisdom series. It is definitely worth checking out. 



ORWH’s
Mission

Enhance and expand 
women’s health research

Include women and minority 
groups in clinical research

Promote career advancement for 
women in biomedical careers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our mission is three-fold: To enhance research related to diseases, disorders, and conditions affecting women; To help ensure that women are appropriately represented in biomedical research supported by the NIH; and To improve the advancement of women in biomedical careers. 
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Globally speaking, 
women continue 

to be 
underrepresented 
in clinical studies 
across multiple 

disease categories

Source: Feldman et al. 2019. JAMA Netw, Open. 2(7): e196700.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For proper application of clinical study results, enrolled participants should represent the populations for which treatments are intended. When female patients receive treatment based on the results of studies of male participants, unanticipated adverse events may occur because of sex-specific differences in disease patterns, metabolism, and drug pharmacokinetics and clearanceOn July 3, 2019, the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence published a large and interesting investigation of “enrollment sex bias” in clinical studies (Sergey Feldman et al., 2019. JAMA Netw. Open. 2(7): e196700.) Using their machine reading algorithms, the authors performed automated analyses of 43,135 articles in PubMed and other sources indexed by the Semantic Scholar search engine (1966–2018) and 13,165 clinical trial records in the Aggregate Analysis of ClinicalTrials.gov database (1999–2018). Accordingly, their analyses included clinical research studies funded by NIH, Pharma, and other public and private entities around the world. Either the authors considered studies as their measurement units (weighting each study the same regardless of number of participants), or they considered participants as their measurement units (weighting larger studies more heavily). Thus, 4 series of analyses were performed (2 data sources x 2 ways of thinking about measurement units). The primary outcome variable was enrollment sex bias, defined as F-Particip (female participation fraction in the clinical studies) minus F-Prev (female prevalence fraction for 11 disease categories, based on data from the Global Health Data Exchange). Taking studies as the units of measurement, the authors found substantial female underrepresentation for 7 categories: cardiovascular diseases, digestive diseases, hepatitis, HIV/AIDS, chronic kidney diseases, neoplasms, and neurological disorders. There was generally less sex bias when the measurement units were participants. Sex bias over all 11 disease categories appeared unchanged through time when studies were the units of measurement. By contrast, with participants as the units of measurement, the authors found evidence of a reduction in overall enrollment sex bias when comparing the period before 1993 to 2014–2018. The authors also scrutinized a sample of 1,400 studies with both published articles and records. 675 of these studies (nearly half of them) had numbers of male and female participants that differed between articles and records. Discrepancies happened because: published articles were based on subsets of trial data; data tables were misread by the authors’ machine reading algorithms; there was loss to follow-up in the clinical studies; and some published articles included patients from multiple trials. Other limitations of this study included: the lack of covariates in the models, such as age and race, which interact with enrollment sex bias; the lumping of diseases into broad categories containing both male-prevalent and female-prevalent diseases (e.g., reproductive cancers); and the repeat-counting of study participants across multiple publications, yielding the unrealistic total of 792 million participants in the analysis. However, these limitations can very likely be addressed in the future by data filtering and other adjustments to the procedures. Overall, this study shows that, with the right knowhow and resources, automated extraction of the number of participants from clinical reports can provide an effective alternative to manual analysis of enrollment sex bias. The findings of Feldman et al. (2019) make a compelling suggestion that, globally speaking, sex bias against female participants in clinical studies persists across multiple disease categories.
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Point-of-care device to identify patients 
at risk for preeclampsia

Another way to improve health outcomes is to 
develop objective point-of-care diagnostic tools

Garvocis V, et al. 2007. Am J Obstet Gynecol. 196(320): e1-7.

Elevating Standards of Care via Objective 
Diagnostic Tools

Goal:
Development of a 

peptide-modified bead 
POC device to 

unambiguously 
diagnose preeclampsia 

in the 2nd trimester 
before women are 

symptomatic
(SBIR-R44)

Podocytes

Potential Biomarkers for Preeclampsia
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Even in conditions that are unique to women like preeclampsia, elevating standards of care via objective diagnostic tools are of paramount importance. Current criteria for the diagnosis of preeclampsia are not clear cut, leaving them vulnerable to bias.include elevated blood pressure (≥ 140/90 mm Hg on 2 occasions 4 hours apart, after 20 weeks of gestation) and either proteinuria or, in the absence of proteinuria, thrombocytopenia, renal insufficiency, impaired liver function, pulmonary edema, or cerebral or visual symptoms.Significant efforts are underway to detect preeclampsia prior to disease onset. Recently, it was demonstrated that biomarker present in preeclamptic patients can be detected in the second trimester, prior to preeclampsia diagnosis, with high sensitivity and specificity. This marker is Podocin, a protein found on the podocytes which are cells that make up the epithelial lining of Bowman's capsule in the kidneys.Podocin as a Biomarker Paper: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0002937807001950?via%3Dihub**CLICK TO ANIMATE TO RIGHT PANELThis new insight is already leading to the development of new diagnostic tools through programs like NIBIB’s Point-of-Care Technologies- Diagnostics program. Funded through the SIRB - R44 mechanism, a peptide-modified bead point-of-care device is being tested to capture podocytes from the urine of pregnant women. With tools like these more women will be diagnosed sooner and with greater accuracy, improving the care we provide to mothers. Possible opportunity to call out the need for more women applying to SBIRs.**CLICK TO ANIMATE BRUCE TROMBERG’S PHOTO After my director’s report we will hear more from Dr. Bruce Tromberg about all of the great contributions NIBIB is making in women’s health research. **CLICK TO ANIMATE BRUCE TROMBERG’S PHOTO (opportunity to give a shot out to his talk later in the day)Background on the grant funding this project:Point-of-care device to identify patients at risk for preeclampsia Although maternal mortality rates are declining globally, the US rate increased >25% between 2000 and 2014. One of the factors contributing to this increase is preeclampsia, a pregnancy-associated complication characterized by elevated blood pressure, proteinuria, and/or Figure 1. Conceptual rendering of Affinergy’s point-of-care preeclampsia device. endothelial dysfunction 1) Podocyte detection beads are mixed with a urine specimen 2) The urine/bead mixture is poured over a column where bead-bound cells are magnetically retained while involving multiple organ irrelevant cells flow through. systems. Preeclampsia is 3) The test cartridge is inserted, column slid over and bead-bound cells released onto the cartridge. Free one of the leading causes of beads flow through the capture membrane. 4) Reflectance or fluorescence from the cartridge capture membrane is then read on a compact POC reader. maternal and fetal morbidity and mortality worldwide, accounting for nearly 16% of maternal deaths in the US3,4 and costing the US healthcare system an additional $2.9 B each year. Preeclampsia rates have risen >60% since 1990, outpacing the rates for Alzheimer’s, diabetes, or chronic kidney disease. In addition, African American women are disproportionately affected by preeclampsia in the US, with a 1.5- to 2-fold increase in incidence over white or Hispanic women and a 4-fold higher mortality rate for preeclampsia-associated deaths. A 2017 study identified assessment errors from the patient’s provider as the leading cause of all preeclampsia-associated deaths. Despite the grave impacts of preeclampsia on maternal/fetal morbidity and mortality, there is no approved diagnostic test to unambiguously identify preeclamptic patients or those likely to develop preeclampsia. Because preeclamptic patients require significantly more care, there is an urgent and unmet need for an affordable diagnostic test that can identify those patients at increased risk for developing preeclampsia. Significant efforts are underway to detect preeclampsia prior to disease onset. Recently, it was demonstrated that glomerular visceral epithelial cells (i.e. podocytes) are shed into the urine of preeclamptic patients and can be detected in the second trimester, prior to preeclampsia diagnosis, with high sensitivity and specificity17. Methods to detect podocytes currently rely on overnight culture and sedimentation of cells onto collagen-coated slides, which is time consuming and susceptible to contamination, or the Cytospin technique, which is prone to high false-positive rates due to contaminating red blood cells (RBCs) or urinary casts (mucoprotein secretions). Inconsistencies in the method of podocyte detection, and lengthy overnight incubations followed by immunofluorescence weaken the utility of podocytes as a diagnostic marker of preeclampsia. To this end, Affinergy is developing a point-of-care device that will capture, isolate, and allow rapid quantification of diagnostic podocytes (Figure 1). In this Phase II application, we will adapt our beads into a point-of-care format, scale up the production of our peptide-coated beads and evaluate clinical performance. We will also identify storage and packaging conditions that result in the maximum shelf-life of our device. Aim 1: Incorporation of peptide-modified beads into a point-of-care device format. In our Phase I studies, we demonstrated that peptide-modified beads can capture podocytes added to normal urine. In this aim, we will demonstrate that our podocyte-binding beads can be incorporated into a simple device format that electronically measures cell number. We will evaluate prototype configurations with urine from preeclamptic patients. Aim 2: Prospective collection of clinical specimens. In this aim, urine specimens will be prospectively collected from pregnant women at the end of the second trimester (n = 300 patients; 25-28 weeks gestation) to determine the sensitivity and specificity of our podocyte capture device for risk assessment. Aim 3: Peptide and peptide-conjugated bead scale up. In Phase 1, we selected peptide PBP-17 as our lead candidate conjugated to commercial beads. In this aim, we will scale up production of PBP-17 and use custom manufactured beads to efficiently produce a consistent product with high yield and purity. Aim 4: Storage and stability testing. In the final aim, we will identify the storage, packaging, and shelf-life requirements for our device and urine specimens that permit the longest storage without performance loss. OVERALL IMPACT: Successful Phase II completion will demonstrate commercial viability and clinical significance of peptide-conjugated beads for point-of-care podocyte capture. Affinergy’s approach eliminates the need for overnight culturing or antibody staining for target cell identification. In Phase III-V, we will continue product development and clinical studies leading up to our FDA submission. 
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Our plan is called “Advancing Science for the Health of Women: The Trans-NIH Strategic Plan for Women’s Health Research” – and I am very proud of it. Released in late February, this plan will guide our programs and activities through 2023.  As Dr. Collins said, the plan [“QUOTE”] “provides a framework for coordinating NIH efforts to advance science for the health of women. This plan—which I endorse enthusiastically—is the result of months of engagement with the NIH community, our external stakeholders…, and the public.” [“unquote”] The Office of Research on Women’s Health led its development. Our work was inspired by a bold vision -- Picture a world in which:the biomedical research enterprise thoroughly integrates sex and gender influences; every woman receives evidence-based disease prevention and treatment tailored to her own needs, circumstances, and goals; and women in science careers reach their full potential. ----Background2019-2023 Trans-NIH Strategic Plan for Women’s Health ResearchGuiding Principles:Populations + inclusion (especially health disparity populations)Multiple perspectives (especially diverse research perspectives)Multi-level factors (considered across the life course)Strategic Goals:Advance rigorous research that is relevant to the health of womenDevelop methods & leverage data sources that consider sex & genderEnhance dissemination & implementation of evidence to improve the health of womenPromote training & careers to advance science for the health of womenImprove evaluation of research  The Trans-NIH Strategic Plan marries ORHW’s mission for women's health research and NIH’s broader vision – in which sex and/or gender influences are integrated into the biomedical research enterprise; every woman receives evidence-based disease prevention and treatment tailored to her own needs, circumstances, and goals; and women in science careers reach their full potential.
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Talking PointThis fall, NIH awarded four HEAL grants – to which ORWH is contributing $1M – to study the effects of pre/postnatal opioid exposure on brain development. The first three grants are three of six grants total, to refine the design and protocol of the HEALthy Early Development Study, a future, large-scale, 6-site study of the effects of maternal substance use on brain, cognitive, social, and emotional development of offspring from prenatal life through mid-childhood.R34  DA050342-01S1; 1/6 Planning for HEALthy Early Development Study; Lynn T. Singer, Ph.D.; Case Western Reserve University; $271K awarded.R34 DA050340-01S1; 2/6 Planning for the HEALthy Early Development Study; Claire Coles, Ph.D. and Julie Kable, Ph.D.; Emory University; $263K awarded.3R34DA050343-01S1; 3/6 Planning for the HEALthy Early Development Study; Julie May Croff, Ph.D. and Amanda S. Morris, Ph.D.; Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences; $226K awarded.We have a poor understanding of how opioid exposure impacts early brain development. Neuroimaging studies in children between the ages of 3 and 5 years offer an opportunity to quantify developmental processes that are likely implicated in the altered trajectory of opioid-exposed compared to non-exposed children. Unfortunately, the accuracy and reliability of neuroimaging methods in this cohort are not well-established. We know that that structural and functional neuroimaging measures are prone to errors induced by subject motion. This grant addresses in-scanner motion by children, which is exacerbated by the association between prenatal opioid exposure & ADHD. Specifically, the investigators are comparing the existing methods developed for the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study with novel methods that they are developing and optimizing for young children.3-R34-DA-050297-01S1; A feasibility study of novel technologies to minimize motion-induced biases in functional and structural MRI of young, opioid-affected cohorts; Allyson P. Mackey, Ph.D. and Matthew D. Tisdall, Ph.D.; University of Pennsylvania; $273K awarded.Matt’s Note: Note that the first three grants represented planning for 3 of 6 Consortium sites of a future, 6-site study. Those 3 grant proposals had the exact same Abstract and Specific Aims, so I combined them on the slide. Being able to combined in this way is why I decided to put some descriptive info on the slide itself. In the Notes field, I added a bit more info in bullets that Dr. Clayton can review when practicing the talk. There should now be enough info on the slide for her to deliver this slide without notes. N.B. – Background on the grant mechanism called the NIH Planning Grant Program (R34): To provide support for the initial development of a clinical trial or research project, including the establishment of the research team; the development of tools for data management and oversight of the research; the development of a trial design or experimental research designs and other essential elements of the study or project, such as the protocol, recruitment strategies, procedure manuals and collection of feasibility data.*****Abstract of 3R34DA050343-01S1 (3/6 Planning for HEALthy Early Development Study)Abstract The Planning for the HEALthy Early Development Study will contribute to the design and recommended protocol for a future large-scale, multi-site research study to prospectively examine human brain, cognitive, behavioral, social and emotional development of children beginning prenatally through ages 9-10, and to determine the impact of maternal pre- and postnatal substance use on short- and long-term development of children. The Planning Study will link investigators across 6 research sites who have complementary experience and expertise in the areas that are essential to designing the study. Planning activities will be accomplished using a coordinated set of 10 Working Groups who will work collaboratively to design a sampling and recruitment strategy for a future large-scale study, to identify and recommend strategies for addressing the challenges to ethical recruitment and retention of vulnerable populations, and to develop and test a common protocol for neuroimaging, infant and child assessments, exposure assessment, biospecimen collection, and integration of novel technologies. By the end of the Planning Phase, the 6 Consortium sites will have produced and tested a recommended protocol for the future multi-site study, and will have established feasibility of carrying out the study protocol at each of the 6 linked sites. PUBLIC HEALTH RELEVANCE: A large-scale study is needed to better understand the effect of opioid and polysubstance use in pregnancy. The Planning Study will link investigators across 6 research sites who have complementary experience and expertise in the areas that are essential to design and recommended protocol for a future large-scale, multi-site research study to prospectively examine human brain, cognitive, behavioral, social and emotional development of children.Specific AimsSpecific Aims No study has adequately addressed typical brain development and the effects of maternal substance use from prenatal life through middle childhood. The need for these data is increasingly urgent in the context of the epidemic of prenatal opioid exposure. Little is known about the short- and long-term consequences of opioids, in isolation or with co-exposures, including alcohol, cannabis and tobacco, which have known or suspected consequences for brain development and subsequent child growth and performance. Further, rigorous study of typical and atypical brain development during this critical period of infancy to childhood will dovetail with the recently launched NIH-NIDA-led Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study, which for the first time, is comprehensively assessing typical brain development as well as the effects of uptake of alcohol and other substances on brain structure and function from middle to late childhood through adolescence. To address these complex issues, a longitudinal cohort study design is essential. However, such a design carries with it multiple challenges including recruitment, retention, and legal, ethical, and social barriers to participation. There is a need for a common protocol for measurement of both exposures and outcomes that builds on state- of-the-art techniques to address a myriad of interrelated factors. As a result, a dedicated planning phase for a proposed future prospective cohort study, the HEALthy Brain and Child Development Study, is required. The overarching goal of the Planning Phase (Phase I) for this future study is to contribute to the development of a large-scale, multi-site research study (Phase II) that will: 1) prospectively examine human brain, cognitive, behavioral, social, and emotional development beginning prenatally through ages 9-10, and 2) determine the short- and long-term impacts of maternal pre- and postnatal substance use, with specific attention to prenatal opioid exposure, along with other environmental exposures on infant/child growth and development and subsequent risk for substance use and mental health disorders. In support of this effort, we have assembled an innovative 6-site Consortium representing institutions and investigators with exceptionally strong research experience. These sites bring expertise in longitudinal pregnancy cohort studies, studies of prenatal substance use, child development, neuroimaging, substance use treatment strategies, and ethical conduct of research in vulnerable populations. As a Consortium, investigators across the 6 linked sites bring individual, common, and highly complementary strengths to the proposed Planning Phase. The combined effort of investigators through our interlinked, theme-focused Working Groups (WGs) will uniquely contribute to an evidence-based set of recommendations for a full study design. In addition, each of the 6 sites in the Consortium during the Planning Phase will demonstrate capacity and feasibility within sites to carry out the recommended protocol for the full study design. The Specific Aims for this collaborative effort are as follows: Aim 1. Establish an interdisciplinary team of experts that will collaborate through theme-focused and inter-related WGs to design a Phase II study that will prospectively examine human development from prenatal life through ages 9-10 among women and their children who do or do not have exposure to substances, including opioids. 1a. Design a sampling approach and recommended sample size using various recruitment and retention strategies including those that address legal, ethical, and social barriers. 1b. Through WGs, design a common protocol for neuroimaging and for assessing infant and early childhood growth, development, exposures, and pre-/postnatal environment, and develop recommendations for integrating emerging innovative technologies. Aim 2. Test feasibility at each site to implement the common protocol developed in Aim 1 for neuroimaging, infant and early childhood growth and development, assessment of exposure, and recommendations for integration of emerging innovative technologies that will encompass the period from prenatal through the first 24 months of life. Aim 3. Exchange strategies, findings, and recommendations from Aims 1 and 2 with key partners. 3a. Engage leadership of the ongoing NIH-NIDA funded ABCD study over the course of the 18-month planning period to draw on lessons learned, strategies, methods, tools, and potential synergies. 3b. Exchange findings from Aims 1-3a with other Phase I grantees at the planned 2-3 face-to-face meetings. Through the activities of each WG, we will recommend an appropriate sampling design, outline recruitment and retention strategies, recommend a common neuroimaging protocol aligned with a neurobehavioral assessment protocol, identify appropriate and feasible methods for measuring exposures, and develop a recommended protocol for biomarker acquisition and handling. Collaboration across the 6 sites in the Consortium with a coordinated effort to synthesize the combined and complementary experience and expertise across all sites will accomplish these aims in a more efficient and productive manner than would be possible if each site were functioning in isolation.*****Abstract of 3R34DA050297-01S1 (A feasibility study of novel technologies to minimize motion-induced biases in functional and structural MRI of young, opioid-affected cohorts)Abstract PROJECT SUMMARY Opioid exposure, both prenatally and in early childhood, is associated with elevated risk for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety, low academic performance, and poor health. A major knowledge gap exists in understanding how opioid exposure impacts early brain development, giving rise to risk for adverse developmental outcomes. Neuroimaging studies in young children, ages 3-5, offer an opportunity to quantify developmental processes that are likely implicated in the differing trajectories of opioid-exposed children compared to their non-exposed peers. Unfortunately, the accuracy and reliability of neuroimaging methods in this cohort are not well-established. It is now well known that both structural and functional neuroimaging measures are prone to errors induced by subject motion. Moreover, it is known that many of the comorbid features of opioid exposure are likely to increase children’s in-scanner motion. This is on top of the existing challenges in achieving compliance for imaging studies with healthy, awake children in this age range. In total, this raises substantial concern that existing neuroimaging methods are not sufficiently motion-robust to be used in studies of children ages 3-5. We propose to address these concerns with a feasibility study, comparing the existing methods developed for the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study with novel methods we will develop and optimize for young children. We will evaluate our methods in a sample of 100 children, ages 3-5, recruited from the community in Philadelphia that has been hardest hit by the opioid crisis. We will test whether our novel technologies improve the quality of the raw imaging data, and reduce motion biases in the derived morphometric and functional measures. By collecting a broad set of measures on children’s environments (family drug use, family mental health, stress, social support), cognition, and mental health, we will determine predictors of successful imaging in order to inform sampling strategies in future studies of opioid exposure and brain development. Children whose data is more likely to be unusable will need to be oversampled, or statistically up-weighted, to ensure they are appropriately represented in the final sample. Preliminary data will also generate effect sizes for links between opioid exposure and neurocognitive development to inform decisions about imaging sample sizes in future studies. In sum, the primary outcomes of this work will be novel, validated structural and functional neuroimaging imaging methods for young children, and critical feasibility data to inform the design of future large-scale multi-center studies addressing developmental questions, particularly those related to opioid exposure. PUBLIC HEALTH RELEVANCE: We seek to evaluate the feasibility of functional and structural neuroimaging methods in young children, ages 3-5, with a particular focus on those exposed to opioids. The ability to perform successful neuroimging studies in this population is critical to understanding differences in brain development that is likely related to longer term cognitive, behavioral, and social challenges faced by opioid-exposed children. We will compare current best-practices for neuroimaging studies with novel methods and technologies we have developed, demonstrating improved sensitivity and accuracy in neuroimaging measures, and in turn helping future studies of these children address critical scientific questions and evaluate treatment interventions.Specific AimsSPECIFIC AIMS Opioid exposure, both prenatally and in early childhood, is associated with elevated risk for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety, low academic performance, and poor health. A major knowledge gap exists in understanding how opioid exposure impacts early brain development, giving rise to risk for negative developmental outcomes. Our ability to address this gap is limited by the sensitivity of current structural and functional neuroimaging technologies to the high levels of participant motion that are typical of young children. Further, because children who have been exposed to opioids are more likely to have ADHD symptoms, they are even more likely to move in the scanner than non-exposed children of the same age. With existing neuroimaging sequences, participants who move in the scanner are typically excluded. This raises a serious risk that studies comparing children impacted by parental opioid use to nonexposed children will include predominantly children with atypically low levels of psychopathology and underestimate, or even qualitatively mischaracterize, neural impacts of opioid exposure. We propose to evaluate the feasibility of novel motion-robust structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquisition technologies to improve the reliability of neural measures in young children. These tools are critical for unbiased characterization of the impact of parental opioid use on brain development. To this end, we propose three aims: Aim 1. Develop novel motion-resilient structural and functional MRI sequences for young children. Our novel sequences will be based on the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study, which was designed for children aged 9 and up, but with two major modifications to improve their motion-resilience in a younger cohort: 1.1 Volumetric navigators (vNavs) for structural MRI: vNavs are an established prospective motion correction technology, being specified in the protocols for ABCD, and Human Connectome Project Aging and Development studies. However, they have not previously been validated in young children. We will optimize the vNavs system for this cohort, noting their smaller heads and focusing on navigator resolution and timing trade-offs to ensure the most accurate motion tracking data. 1.2 3D-encoded fMRI acquisition: 2D (and multi-band) sequences freeze within-slice motion, but through-plane motion induces spin-history effects creating artifacts in several seconds of data after the motion. By contrast, 3D sequences with non-selective pulse are immune to spin-history effects, contaminating less data, and improving efficiency. We will optimize our 3D sequence to match the temporal and spatial resolution as closely as possible to the ABCD fMRI protocol. This will provide a 3D sequence with very similar timing to the ABCD protocol, but substantially reduced motion-sensitivity. Aim 2. Evaluate feasibility of novel MRI sequences for increasing data quality and reducing data loss. Feasibility of future studies will depend both to the quality of the data acquired, and the proportion of data that is deemed unfit for analysis due to motion. We will recruit a population of 3 to 5 year old children, enriched for prenatal and early-childhood opioid exposure, and evaluate the advantages of studying this population using our novel sequences compared to ABCD protocols. In particular, we will compare our novel young-child- specific structural sequence against the ABCD imaging sequence (both of which use vNavs motion-correction), quantifying data quality both with trained raters and with automated metrics derived from FreeSurfer. Similarly, we will compare our novel 3D fMRI sequence against the fMRI protocol from ABCD, evaluating data quality and the dependence of functional connectivity measures on motion. We hypothesize that in both cases, our novel methods will produce higher-quality data on each child, and fewer excluded participants, leading to less- biased samples. Aim 3. Inform HBCD design decisions on neuroimaging timing, sampling strategies, and neurocognitive assessment. We will collect data on parental substance use, family demographics, and child characteristics (age, cognition, mental health, and motion during a mock scan) to 3.1) predict neuroimaging success and 3.2) generate effect sizes for links between environmental exposures and neurocognitive development. These data can be used to inform sampling strategies, accounting for the study completion rates of critical sub-groups, and make decisions about which measures to prioritize in early childhood. This proposal builds upon our substantial experience in motion-resilient MRI, early-childhood neuroimaging, and statistical analyses of imaging studies. We will provide quantitative data to evaluate the feasibility of imaging study designs in opioid-affected young children, including the evaluation of novel, distributable imaging technology to improve these studies’ power and accuracy.
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Talking PointThis fall, NIH awarded four HEAL grants – to which ORWH is contributing $1M – to study the effects of pre/postnatal opioid exposure on brain development. The first three grants are three of six grants total, to refine the design and protocol of the HEALthy Early Development Study, a future, large-scale, 6-site study of the effects of maternal substance use on brain, cognitive, social, and emotional development of offspring from prenatal life through mid-childhood.R34  DA050342-01S1; 1/6 Planning for HEALthy Early Development Study; Lynn T. Singer, Ph.D.; Case Western Reserve University; $271K awarded.R34 DA050340-01S1; 2/6 Planning for the HEALthy Early Development Study; Claire Coles, Ph.D. and Julie Kable, Ph.D.; Emory University; $263K awarded.3R34DA050343-01S1; 3/6 Planning for the HEALthy Early Development Study; Julie May Croff, Ph.D. and Amanda S. Morris, Ph.D.; Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences; $226K awarded.We have a poor understanding of how opioid exposure impacts early brain development. Neuroimaging studies in children between the ages of 3 and 5 years offer an opportunity to quantify developmental processes that are likely implicated in the altered trajectory of opioid-exposed compared to non-exposed children. Unfortunately, the accuracy and reliability of neuroimaging methods in this cohort are not well-established. We know that that structural and functional neuroimaging measures are prone to errors induced by subject motion. This grant addresses in-scanner motion by children, which is exacerbated by the association between prenatal opioid exposure & ADHD. Specifically, the investigators are comparing the existing methods developed for the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study with novel methods that they are developing and optimizing for young children.3-R34-DA-050297-01S1; A feasibility study of novel technologies to minimize motion-induced biases in functional and structural MRI of young, opioid-affected cohorts; Allyson P. Mackey, Ph.D. and Matthew D. Tisdall, Ph.D.; University of Pennsylvania; $273K awarded.Matt’s Note: Note that the first three grants represented planning for 3 of 6 Consortium sites of a future, 6-site study. Those 3 grant proposals had the exact same Abstract and Specific Aims, so I combined them on the slide. Being able to combined in this way is why I decided to put some descriptive info on the slide itself. In the Notes field, I added a bit more info in bullets that Dr. Clayton can review when practicing the talk. There should now be enough info on the slide for her to deliver this slide without notes. N.B. – Background on the grant mechanism called the NIH Planning Grant Program (R34): To provide support for the initial development of a clinical trial or research project, including the establishment of the research team; the development of tools for data management and oversight of the research; the development of a trial design or experimental research designs and other essential elements of the study or project, such as the protocol, recruitment strategies, procedure manuals and collection of feasibility data.*****Abstract of 3R34DA050343-01S1 (3/6 Planning for HEALthy Early Development Study)Abstract The Planning for the HEALthy Early Development Study will contribute to the design and recommended protocol for a future large-scale, multi-site research study to prospectively examine human brain, cognitive, behavioral, social and emotional development of children beginning prenatally through ages 9-10, and to determine the impact of maternal pre- and postnatal substance use on short- and long-term development of children. The Planning Study will link investigators across 6 research sites who have complementary experience and expertise in the areas that are essential to designing the study. Planning activities will be accomplished using a coordinated set of 10 Working Groups who will work collaboratively to design a sampling and recruitment strategy for a future large-scale study, to identify and recommend strategies for addressing the challenges to ethical recruitment and retention of vulnerable populations, and to develop and test a common protocol for neuroimaging, infant and child assessments, exposure assessment, biospecimen collection, and integration of novel technologies. By the end of the Planning Phase, the 6 Consortium sites will have produced and tested a recommended protocol for the future multi-site study, and will have established feasibility of carrying out the study protocol at each of the 6 linked sites. PUBLIC HEALTH RELEVANCE: A large-scale study is needed to better understand the effect of opioid and polysubstance use in pregnancy. The Planning Study will link investigators across 6 research sites who have complementary experience and expertise in the areas that are essential to design and recommended protocol for a future large-scale, multi-site research study to prospectively examine human brain, cognitive, behavioral, social and emotional development of children.Specific AimsSpecific Aims No study has adequately addressed typical brain development and the effects of maternal substance use from prenatal life through middle childhood. The need for these data is increasingly urgent in the context of the epidemic of prenatal opioid exposure. Little is known about the short- and long-term consequences of opioids, in isolation or with co-exposures, including alcohol, cannabis and tobacco, which have known or suspected consequences for brain development and subsequent child growth and performance. Further, rigorous study of typical and atypical brain development during this critical period of infancy to childhood will dovetail with the recently launched NIH-NIDA-led Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study, which for the first time, is comprehensively assessing typical brain development as well as the effects of uptake of alcohol and other substances on brain structure and function from middle to late childhood through adolescence. To address these complex issues, a longitudinal cohort study design is essential. However, such a design carries with it multiple challenges including recruitment, retention, and legal, ethical, and social barriers to participation. There is a need for a common protocol for measurement of both exposures and outcomes that builds on state- of-the-art techniques to address a myriad of interrelated factors. As a result, a dedicated planning phase for a proposed future prospective cohort study, the HEALthy Brain and Child Development Study, is required. The overarching goal of the Planning Phase (Phase I) for this future study is to contribute to the development of a large-scale, multi-site research study (Phase II) that will: 1) prospectively examine human brain, cognitive, behavioral, social, and emotional development beginning prenatally through ages 9-10, and 2) determine the short- and long-term impacts of maternal pre- and postnatal substance use, with specific attention to prenatal opioid exposure, along with other environmental exposures on infant/child growth and development and subsequent risk for substance use and mental health disorders. In support of this effort, we have assembled an innovative 6-site Consortium representing institutions and investigators with exceptionally strong research experience. These sites bring expertise in longitudinal pregnancy cohort studies, studies of prenatal substance use, child development, neuroimaging, substance use treatment strategies, and ethical conduct of research in vulnerable populations. As a Consortium, investigators across the 6 linked sites bring individual, common, and highly complementary strengths to the proposed Planning Phase. The combined effort of investigators through our interlinked, theme-focused Working Groups (WGs) will uniquely contribute to an evidence-based set of recommendations for a full study design. In addition, each of the 6 sites in the Consortium during the Planning Phase will demonstrate capacity and feasibility within sites to carry out the recommended protocol for the full study design. The Specific Aims for this collaborative effort are as follows: Aim 1. Establish an interdisciplinary team of experts that will collaborate through theme-focused and inter-related WGs to design a Phase II study that will prospectively examine human development from prenatal life through ages 9-10 among women and their children who do or do not have exposure to substances, including opioids. 1a. Design a sampling approach and recommended sample size using various recruitment and retention strategies including those that address legal, ethical, and social barriers. 1b. Through WGs, design a common protocol for neuroimaging and for assessing infant and early childhood growth, development, exposures, and pre-/postnatal environment, and develop recommendations for integrating emerging innovative technologies. Aim 2. Test feasibility at each site to implement the common protocol developed in Aim 1 for neuroimaging, infant and early childhood growth and development, assessment of exposure, and recommendations for integration of emerging innovative technologies that will encompass the period from prenatal through the first 24 months of life. Aim 3. Exchange strategies, findings, and recommendations from Aims 1 and 2 with key partners. 3a. Engage leadership of the ongoing NIH-NIDA funded ABCD study over the course of the 18-month planning period to draw on lessons learned, strategies, methods, tools, and potential synergies. 3b. Exchange findings from Aims 1-3a with other Phase I grantees at the planned 2-3 face-to-face meetings. Through the activities of each WG, we will recommend an appropriate sampling design, outline recruitment and retention strategies, recommend a common neuroimaging protocol aligned with a neurobehavioral assessment protocol, identify appropriate and feasible methods for measuring exposures, and develop a recommended protocol for biomarker acquisition and handling. Collaboration across the 6 sites in the Consortium with a coordinated effort to synthesize the combined and complementary experience and expertise across all sites will accomplish these aims in a more efficient and productive manner than would be possible if each site were functioning in isolation.*****Abstract of 3R34DA050297-01S1 (A feasibility study of novel technologies to minimize motion-induced biases in functional and structural MRI of young, opioid-affected cohorts)Abstract PROJECT SUMMARY Opioid exposure, both prenatally and in early childhood, is associated with elevated risk for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety, low academic performance, and poor health. A major knowledge gap exists in understanding how opioid exposure impacts early brain development, giving rise to risk for adverse developmental outcomes. Neuroimaging studies in young children, ages 3-5, offer an opportunity to quantify developmental processes that are likely implicated in the differing trajectories of opioid-exposed children compared to their non-exposed peers. Unfortunately, the accuracy and reliability of neuroimaging methods in this cohort are not well-established. It is now well known that both structural and functional neuroimaging measures are prone to errors induced by subject motion. Moreover, it is known that many of the comorbid features of opioid exposure are likely to increase children’s in-scanner motion. This is on top of the existing challenges in achieving compliance for imaging studies with healthy, awake children in this age range. In total, this raises substantial concern that existing neuroimaging methods are not sufficiently motion-robust to be used in studies of children ages 3-5. We propose to address these concerns with a feasibility study, comparing the existing methods developed for the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study with novel methods we will develop and optimize for young children. We will evaluate our methods in a sample of 100 children, ages 3-5, recruited from the community in Philadelphia that has been hardest hit by the opioid crisis. We will test whether our novel technologies improve the quality of the raw imaging data, and reduce motion biases in the derived morphometric and functional measures. By collecting a broad set of measures on children’s environments (family drug use, family mental health, stress, social support), cognition, and mental health, we will determine predictors of successful imaging in order to inform sampling strategies in future studies of opioid exposure and brain development. Children whose data is more likely to be unusable will need to be oversampled, or statistically up-weighted, to ensure they are appropriately represented in the final sample. Preliminary data will also generate effect sizes for links between opioid exposure and neurocognitive development to inform decisions about imaging sample sizes in future studies. In sum, the primary outcomes of this work will be novel, validated structural and functional neuroimaging imaging methods for young children, and critical feasibility data to inform the design of future large-scale multi-center studies addressing developmental questions, particularly those related to opioid exposure. PUBLIC HEALTH RELEVANCE: We seek to evaluate the feasibility of functional and structural neuroimaging methods in young children, ages 3-5, with a particular focus on those exposed to opioids. The ability to perform successful neuroimging studies in this population is critical to understanding differences in brain development that is likely related to longer term cognitive, behavioral, and social challenges faced by opioid-exposed children. We will compare current best-practices for neuroimaging studies with novel methods and technologies we have developed, demonstrating improved sensitivity and accuracy in neuroimaging measures, and in turn helping future studies of these children address critical scientific questions and evaluate treatment interventions.Specific AimsSPECIFIC AIMS Opioid exposure, both prenatally and in early childhood, is associated with elevated risk for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety, low academic performance, and poor health. A major knowledge gap exists in understanding how opioid exposure impacts early brain development, giving rise to risk for negative developmental outcomes. Our ability to address this gap is limited by the sensitivity of current structural and functional neuroimaging technologies to the high levels of participant motion that are typical of young children. Further, because children who have been exposed to opioids are more likely to have ADHD symptoms, they are even more likely to move in the scanner than non-exposed children of the same age. With existing neuroimaging sequences, participants who move in the scanner are typically excluded. This raises a serious risk that studies comparing children impacted by parental opioid use to nonexposed children will include predominantly children with atypically low levels of psychopathology and underestimate, or even qualitatively mischaracterize, neural impacts of opioid exposure. We propose to evaluate the feasibility of novel motion-robust structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquisition technologies to improve the reliability of neural measures in young children. These tools are critical for unbiased characterization of the impact of parental opioid use on brain development. To this end, we propose three aims: Aim 1. Develop novel motion-resilient structural and functional MRI sequences for young children. Our novel sequences will be based on the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study, which was designed for children aged 9 and up, but with two major modifications to improve their motion-resilience in a younger cohort: 1.1 Volumetric navigators (vNavs) for structural MRI: vNavs are an established prospective motion correction technology, being specified in the protocols for ABCD, and Human Connectome Project Aging and Development studies. However, they have not previously been validated in young children. We will optimize the vNavs system for this cohort, noting their smaller heads and focusing on navigator resolution and timing trade-offs to ensure the most accurate motion tracking data. 1.2 3D-encoded fMRI acquisition: 2D (and multi-band) sequences freeze within-slice motion, but through-plane motion induces spin-history effects creating artifacts in several seconds of data after the motion. By contrast, 3D sequences with non-selective pulse are immune to spin-history effects, contaminating less data, and improving efficiency. We will optimize our 3D sequence to match the temporal and spatial resolution as closely as possible to the ABCD fMRI protocol. This will provide a 3D sequence with very similar timing to the ABCD protocol, but substantially reduced motion-sensitivity. Aim 2. Evaluate feasibility of novel MRI sequences for increasing data quality and reducing data loss. Feasibility of future studies will depend both to the quality of the data acquired, and the proportion of data that is deemed unfit for analysis due to motion. We will recruit a population of 3 to 5 year old children, enriched for prenatal and early-childhood opioid exposure, and evaluate the advantages of studying this population using our novel sequences compared to ABCD protocols. In particular, we will compare our novel young-child- specific structural sequence against the ABCD imaging sequence (both of which use vNavs motion-correction), quantifying data quality both with trained raters and with automated metrics derived from FreeSurfer. Similarly, we will compare our novel 3D fMRI sequence against the fMRI protocol from ABCD, evaluating data quality and the dependence of functional connectivity measures on motion. We hypothesize that in both cases, our novel methods will produce higher-quality data on each child, and fewer excluded participants, leading to less- biased samples. Aim 3. Inform HBCD design decisions on neuroimaging timing, sampling strategies, and neurocognitive assessment. We will collect data on parental substance use, family demographics, and child characteristics (age, cognition, mental health, and motion during a mock scan) to 3.1) predict neuroimaging success and 3.2) generate effect sizes for links between environmental exposures and neurocognitive development. These data can be used to inform sampling strategies, accounting for the study completion rates of critical sub-groups, and make decisions about which measures to prioritize in early childhood. This proposal builds upon our substantial experience in motion-resilient MRI, early-childhood neuroimaging, and statistical analyses of imaging studies. We will provide quantitative data to evaluate the feasibility of imaging study designs in opioid-affected young children, including the evaluation of novel, distributable imaging technology to improve these studies’ power and accuracy.
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Key quote from Botox study:This study provides preliminary evidence that in women with evidence of pain arising from pelvic floor muscles, this approach might best be considered after the visceral aspects driving their pain have been managed, possibly with suppression of menses, and optimization of bowel and bladder function. Importantly, this procedure may offer an opportunity to reduce opioid use. This intervention may then be incorporated into the chronic pain model of care, enabling a precision medicine approach with individualized, multifaceted treatment.****As-Sanie S. et al. 2019. Assessing research gaps and unmet needs in endometriosis. Am J Obstet Gynecol. 221(2):86-94. doi: 10.1016/j.ajog.2019.02.033. Epub 2019 Feb 18. ABSTRACTEndometriosis, a systemic disease that is often painful and chronic, affects ∼10% of reproductive-age women. The disease can have a negative impact on a patient's physical and emotional well-being, quality of life, and productivity. Endometriosis also places significant economic and social burden on patients, their families, and society as a whole. Despite its high prevalence and cost, endometriosis remains underfunded and underresearched, greatly limiting our understanding of the disease and slowing much-needed innovation in diagnostic and treatment options. Due in part to the societal normalization of women's pain and stigma around menstrual issues, there is also a lack of disease awareness among patients, health care providers, and the public. The Society for Women's Health Research convened an interdisciplinary group of expert researchers, clinicians, and patients for a roundtable meeting to review the current state of the science on endometriosis and identify areas of need to improve a woman's diagnosis, treatment, and access to quality care. Comprehensive and interdisciplinary approaches to disease management and increased education and disease awareness for patients, health care providers, and the public are needed to remove stigma, increase timely and accurate diagnosis and treatment, and allow for new advancements.****Tandon HK, Stratton P, Sinaii N, et al. 2019. Botulinum toxin for chronic pelvic pain in women with endometriosis: a cohort study of a painfocused treatment. Reg Anesth Pain Med Epubahead of print: doi:10.1136/rapm-2019-100529AbstractBackground and objectives Many women with endometriosis continue to have pelvic pain despiteoptimal surgical and hormonal treatment; some also have palpable pelvic floor muscle spasm. We describechanges in pain, spasm, and disability after pelvic muscle on abotulinumtoxin A injection in womenwith endometriosis-associated pelvic pain, a specific population not addressed in prior pelvic pain studies onbotulinum toxin.Methods We present an open-label proof-of-concept case series of women with surgically diagnosedendometriosis. Under conscious sedation and with topical anesthetic, 100 units of onabotulinumtoxinA wasinjected transvaginally into pelvic floor muscle spasm areas under electromyography guidance. Changes in painintensity, muscle spasm, disability, and pain medication use were assessed at periodic visits for up to 1 year afterinjection.Results Thirteen women underwent botulinum toxin injection and were followed for at least 4 months. Beforeinjection, 11 of the 13 women had spasm in >4/6 assessed pelvic muscles and reported moderate pain(median visual analog scale (VAS): 5/10; range: 2–7). By 4–8 weeks after injection, spasm was absent/lesswidespread (≤3 muscles) in all (p=0.0005). Eleven rated their postinjection pain as absent/mild (median VAS: 2;range: 0–5; p<0.0001); 7/13 reduced pain medication. Disability decreased in 6/8 women with at leastmoderate preinjection disability (p=0.0033). Relief lasted 5–11 months in 7 of the 11 patients followed for up to 1year. Adverse events were mild and transient.Conclusions These findings suggest pelvic floor spasm may be a major contributor to endometriosis-associatedpelvic pain. Botulinum toxin injection may provide meaningful relief of pain and associated disability.
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Women’s Health Issues partnered with VA to 
highlight importance of sex & gender 
differences in veterans affairs research
• June 25th issue supported by VA Cooperative Studies Program
• Features research reports & commentaries on growing number of 

women vets and their unique health needs
• Commentary by Bevans & Clayton: Integrating the Influence of Sex 

and Gender in Research: Keeping Women Veterans in Focus* 
• Quality medical care stems from integrated consideration of 

military-related health needs and influence of sex & gender on 
health

• Combat stress & exposure affect women differently than men
• How do combat exposures in a woman’s 20s affect her health 

decades later?
• Are sex differences among veterans related to their service or 

to the same sex differences civilians have, or to a complex 
combination of factors? 

*doi.org/10.1016/j.whi.2019.05.001
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***Bevans M and Clayton J. 2019. Integrating the Influence of Sex and Gender in Research: Keeping Women Veterans in Focus. Women's Health Issues 29: S9 - S11. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.whi.2019.05.001 In 2018, we marked the 100th anniversary of Armistice Day. Since the end of World War I, one of the most substantial changes for the military has been the inclusion of women, particularly in combat positions. It is estimated that in 2019, the veteran population will consist of 10% women, or about 1.9 million women, and by 2035 it is projected to increase to 15% (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), N.D.-A, National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics, ND.).Although women veterans have had experiences that are unique to military service, they are first and foremost women. In addition to any combat exposures, such as “small arms fire” and bearing “witness [to] anyone dying” (Pierce, Lewandowski-Romps, & Silverschanz, 2011), they experience the same life transitions as civilian women, from menarche to pregnancy to menopause. However, combat exposures and stress from them not only affect women differently than their male counterparts, but also result in differences between women veterans and civilian women, including higher risk for certain conditions (Hoglund & Schwartz, 2014) or a differential in treatment response (Gobin et al., 2018, Kumpula et al., 2019). Consequently, providing quality care to women veterans requires integrating a specialized evidence base that factors their unique military-related needs with an evidence base that considers the influence of sex and gender on health outcomes.In this supplement to Women's Health Issues, the range of research—from descriptive studies that document differences between men and women to implementation science that enhances our understanding of how to apply such differential knowledge—advances the goals of both the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). These studies encompass not only original research that collected new data, but also much research that leveraged existing data, as well as meta-analyses. Together these studies reveal an important point: our understanding of sex/gender differences will not advance unless those data for men and women are specifically analyzed and reported.The VA health care system has historically provided care for men veterans, its majority user. Now, for the VA to provide sex- and gender-based care to women veterans, it must embrace a new paradigm. Recent policies demonstrate the VA's full commitment to improving the health of women veterans, which begins with attention to an evidence base that integrates a sex/gender lens. Today, the VA aims “to advance scientific research that includes or focuses on women veterans to better understand their health and healthcare needs and inform systematic improvements in their care” (VA, N.D.-A).At the NIH, a focus on advancing science for the health of women was formalized in the 1993 Revitalization Act (Public Law No. 103-43, Section 486). The Office of Research on Women's Health was established with a mission, in part, to enhance research related to diseases, disorders, and conditions affecting women and to help ensure that women are appropriately represented in biomedical and behavioral research supported by the NIH (Office of Research on Women's Health, N.D..). It is critical to this mission and to all efforts to advance science for the health of women to ensure not only that women are included in research, but also to recognize that women's health encompasses all diseases and conditions that affect a woman, including but not exclusively reproductive health. To fully embrace this comprehensive definition of women's health, NIH-funded researchers across all scientific disciplines are required to consider the influence of sex—that is, one's genetic and biological makeup that makes one male or female—and are encouraged to consider the influence of gender—that is, socially constructed and enacted roles and behaviors that occur in a historical and cultural context and vary across societies and over time—on health and disease (Clayton, 2016).The NIH policy that requires funded researchers to consider sex as a biological variable in the design, analysis, and reporting in vertebrate animal and human studies (Clayton, 2016) addresses weakness in the evidence base, such as the overreliance on male animals and cells; lack of transparency; inattention to sex effects, such as the influence of genetics and/or hormones; and inconsistent reporting of sex-specific findings. To clarify, the policy does not require researchers to look for sex differences. However, identifying sex differences in health and disease, from preclinical studies through clinical trials, will strengthen the evidence base for clinical care. Regardless of whether researchers design studies with a sex differences hypothesis or perform exploratory analyses related to the influence of sex/gender on primary outcomes, if they do not report their sex/gender-specific findings, the impact on the evidence base may be limited. Although limitations in the research process are ubiquitous, additional approaches (see Klap & Humphreys, 2019) should be considered in order to enhance research relevant to the health of women. Nevertheless, transparency is critical.A few examples of rigorous research that integrated the influence of sex/gender found that women require different ergonomic designs for equipment, from backpacks to jet cockpits (Ling, Houston, Tsai, Chui, & Kirk, 2004), experience pain differently (Bartley and Fillingim, 2013, Greenspan et al., 2007, Naylor et al., 2019), respond to drugs differently (Franconi & Campesi, 2014), have different immune function (Klein & Flanagan, 2016), and cope with adversity differently (Schmied et al., 2015). Similarly, feminine gender roles and characteristics—regardless of sex—were associated with higher rates of major cardiac disease (Pelletier et al., 2016). However, there is still much that we do not know and will not learn unless we integrate sex/gender in research.Researchers can also leverage existing data sources (as did many studies in this issue) to extend the sex/gender evidence base. For decades, data have been collected without consideration of the influence of sex and gender. Therefore, efforts to reanalyze data that were not previously disaggregated by sex/gender to address the gaps in the health of women today could expedite advances (see Brown et al., 2019, Bovin et al., 2019). Researchers can also conduct systematic reviews (see Duan-Porter et al., 2016, Goldstein et al., 2019) or meta-analyses by merging existing findings to answer questions that might be difficult to study because of limitations in the number of women available for any one study.The practice of considering sex as a biological variable is a critical first step on a path to ensuring that research is relevant to the health of all women. By studying sex/gender as well as factors such as age, race, ethnicity, and the context of a woman's life, such as military service, we will better serve all women veterans. To impact the health of all women, it is necessary to study women at all ages, especially to examine the effects of early life experiences across the life course (Bernard et al., 2018, National Institutes of Health (NIH), N.D.-B). Among women veterans, more than one-half are over age 60 years (National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics, N.D..). Although many of them did not see combat, “the burden of chronic illness in this group is high—nearly 70% of women veterans aged 65 years and older report three or more comorbid chronic conditions, including arthritis, hypertension, depression, chronic lung disease, osteoporosis, cancer, and posttraumatic stress disorder” (Bastian et al., 2016, National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics, ND.). The VA has identified priority research topics that support the lifespan perspective, including menopause, osteoporosis, arthritis, diabetes, heart failure, chronic pain, and substance use (Bastian et al., 2016, National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics, ND.).The integration of race and ethnicity, beyond being a demographic variable characterizing a study sample, is also critical. Of the women in the military, 13.0% are African American and 1.6% are Asian. By 2035, it is predicted that those numbers will increase to 15.0% and 2.1%, respectively (National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics, N.D..). When race and ethnicity are considered in a study's design and analyses, differences that advance science and inform clinical practice can be identified. For example, a recent study found that minority veterans reported more infertility but were less likely to receive treatment (Goossen et al., 2019). Hence, reporting findings by race and ethnicity will propel us toward a goal of precision medicine.The 21st Century Cures Act includes a new requirement that promotes transparent reporting for NIH-defined phase III clinical trials and applicable clinical trials, a subset of clinical trials subject to the Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act (NIH, N.D.-A). These trials are required to report their results, disaggregated by sex/gender and race/ethnicity, in clinicaltrials.gov. Regardless of how well a randomized, controlled trial is designed and conducted, if the effect of the intervention is not delineated by sex/gender, its contribution to the evidence base that clinicians use to care for all women will be limited. Beyond regulatory reporting, consensus for reporting disaggregated results is building among journal editors who, as gatekeepers of the knowledge base, make important contributions to strengthening the publicly available evidence base. The importance of transparent reporting is outlined well in the Sex and Gender Equity in Research (SAGER) guidelines (Heidari, Babor, De Castro, Tort, & Curno, 2016).The benefits of a multidimensional method that includes a sex/gender lens and a life-course approach will have direct implications on models of clinical care. If the evidence base is thus incomplete, we face challenges in developing standards of care. Consequently, clinicians will not be able to provide the most appropriate advice or treatments to their patients, women or men, veterans or civilians. Initiatives such as this supplement serve to illuminate the way forward. These studies are valuable to clinicians, veterans, and patients alike because they extend the evidence base by giving attention to sex/gender in the context of military service. For example, the president recently signed an executive order drawing attention to the fact that the risk of suicide is high among veterans—more than 6,000 veteran suicides per year; fortunately, therapeutic options are being tested in both sexes (see Kumpula et al., 2019, Ronzitti et al., 2019). These studies will therefore enable clinicians to understand basic differences in physiology and response in order to provide more precision care to veterans and to improve the quality of care and potentially address the retention of women in the VA system (VA, N.D.-B).Efforts by both the VA and NIH to ensure that research is rigorous and relevant to all women and men, veterans and civilians, are gaining momentum. By considering the influence of sex, gender, age, race, and ethnicity, we will be able to answer critical questions, such as “How do combat exposures that happen in a woman's 20s affect her health decades later?” and “Are sex differences among veterans related to their service or to the same sex differences that civilians have, or to a complex combination of those factors?” (Pierce et al., 2011). We look forward to a time when sex and/or gender influences are fully integrated into the biomedical research enterprise and every woman receives evidence-based disease prevention and treatment tailored to her own needs, circumstances, and goals (NIH, 2019).
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Analysis

• Inclusion policy updates
• IC strategic plans must take into account 

women and minorities and include details 
on reduction of health disparities for 
women and minorities

• CCRWH reconstituted to be composed of IC 
Directors or their senior-level designees

21st Century Cures Act advances 
research on the health of women

Image by dcandau from PixabayPublic Law 114-255, Sec. 2031 & 2038
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Presentation Notes
BACKGROUNDNIH has examined and reported aggregate inclusion enrollment information for its portfolio of NIH-funded clinical research since fiscal year 1994. These reports are one component of NIH's policy on Inclusion of Women and Minorities as Subjects in Clinical Research.Inclusion reports are produced with all NIH enrollment information and for each NIH Institute and Center (IC) that supports clinical research. Formally biennial, the 21st Century Cures Act changed the frequency of inclusion data reporting to triennial reporting. Each report provides some analysis of the data. FY 2018 inclusion data are also available by research, condition, and disease categories (RCDC) using the link below. However, caution should be used in interpreting these figures as analyses of aggregate data has limits.FROM DAWN CORBETT’S EMAILIn preparation for the publication of the NIH’s Director’s Triennial Report, OER will be publishing your IC’s 2016-2018 Triennial Reports Certifying Compliance with Inclusion Guidelines on the NIH RePORT site at https://report.nih.gov/recovery/inclusion_research.aspx later this month.  These reports were reviewed by your Advisory Council and signed by your IC Director earlier this year and include a narrative summary and tables describing your IC’s inclusion of participants in clinical research by sex/gender, race, and ethnicity.  ----------BACKGROUND ON CLINICAL TRIALS REQUIRMENTFrom Bevans-Clayton paper:The 21st Century Cures Act includes a new requirement that promotes transparent reporting for NIH-defined phase III clinical trials and applicable clinical trials, a subset of clinical trials subject to the Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act (NIH, N.D.-A).These trials are required to report their results, disaggregated by sex/gender and race/ethnicity, in clinicaltrials.gov. Regardless of how well a randomized, controlled trial is designed and conducted, if the effect of the intervention is not delineated by sex/gender, its contribution to the evidence base that clinicians use to care for all women will be limited. Beyond regulatory reporting, consensus for reporting disaggregated results is building among journal editors who, as gatekeepers of the knowledge base, make important contributions to strengthening the publicly available evidence base. The importance of transparent reporting is outlined well in the Sex and Gender Equity in Research (SAGER) guidelines (Heidari, Babor, De Castro, Tort, & Curno, 2016).
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NIH-defined phase III clinical 
trials and applicable clinical 
trials* must report results −
• stratified by sex/gender, 

race and ethnicity in 
ClinicalTrials.gov

Clinical research studies 
should include individuals of 
all ages 
• unless there are sci. or 

ethical reasons not to

*Subset of clinical trials subject to 
FDA Amendments Act
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Presentation Notes
NIAMS strategic plan for 2020-2034 is a sign of real progress!The NIAMS Strategic Plan gets high marks for considering sex, gender, race, ethnicity, and disparities related to these factors. https://www.niams.nih.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/NIAMS-StrategicPlan-2020-2024-v1.pdf The terms “sex” appears 23 times“gender” 4 times“race” 27 times“ethnicity” 6 times“women” 23 timesOne of the four cross-cutting themes is “Health and Disease in Diverse Populations”There is a whole section (a separate section) on “Inclusion of Diverse Populations as Participants in Biomedical Research”One of the disease- and tissue-specific scientific objectives is “Advancing and Accelerating Systemic Rheumatic and Autoimmune Diseases Research,” which we know is a disease-specific priority topic for women’s health research. Matt
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Presentation Notes
Implementation and evaluation of the Trans-NIN Strategic Plan: Advancing Science For the Health of Women is currently underway, and you will hear more about that later today. ***Click to Animate in CCRWHThe CCRWH, which was recently reconstituted, is our internal advisory board that sets our Trans-NIH research agenda to advance the health of women by setting synergistic research priorities.  
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Implementation and evaluation of the Trans-NIN Strategic Plan: Advancing Science For the Health of Women is currently underway, and you will hear more about that later today. ***Click to Animate in CCRWHThe CCRWH, which was recently reconstituted, is our internal advisory board that sets our Trans-NIH research agenda to advance the health of women by setting synergistic research priorities.  
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Add your talking points in. This is the New Bold slide with animations.***Click to animate to Dr. Collins photo and his definition of BOLD
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“real public 
health need”

“more efficient 
and cost-

effective if we 
do it together”

“think beyond 
what’s right in 

front of us”

“benefit from 
increased, 

focused trans-
NIH effort”

“an idea that 
hasn’t gotten 

our focus”
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Add your talking points in. This is the New Bold slide with animations.***Click to animate to Dr. Collins photo and his definition of BOLD



The NIH CCRWH generates bold ideas on women’s health
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Presentation Notes
Shout-outs to:Moderator Dr. Tara Schwetz of NIH and speakers Dr. Dorothy Fink of HHS, Sarah Foster of CDC, and Johannie Escarne of HRSA. [Click] New NIH-Apple-Harvard women’s study research project/collaboration[Click] the MMM comorbidities event. The working title is Pregnancy & Maternal Conditions that Increase Risk of Morbidity and Mortality symposium.---------------1. JAC: Email subject: FYI- Join #WithoutMom Campaign to End Maternal Deaths: Interesting campaign and excellent way of framing the idea of what we get from our moms and the impact of “lost mothers”. Heather gave insightful feedback regarding that message and we can continue to refine it. We include stories Remembering women/mothers for whom pregnancy/becoming a mother cost them their lives.From: Irena Ehrlich <iehrlich@globalhealthstrategies.com> �Sent: Friday, May 10, 2019 1:56 PM�To: Clayton, Janine (NIH/OD) [E] <janine.clayton@nih.gov>�Subject: Join #WithoutMom Campaign to End Maternal Deaths Dear Janine,  Tuesday’s night’s event on Capitol Hill – Fighting Together for Mothers’ Lives – was an amazing start to a new major social media campaign by The Rockefeller Foundation’s to fight maternal mortality – #WithoutMom. On behalf of the Rockefeller Foundation, we’re sorry you weren’t able to join us, but appreciate all of the work you’re doing to end preventable maternal deaths.  If you haven’t already, we hope you’ll join The Rockefeller Foundation (see campaign video here) in posting to say what you wouldn’t have achieved #WithoutMom and calling for action to end preventable maternal deaths. You can find a full social media toolkit here and a couple of sample posts beneath my signature.  Thank you again for joining us. We look forward to standing alongside advocates like you as we work for a world in which all moms can survive and thrive.  NIH partners with Apple and Harvard University on Women’s Health StudyThe new research study will focus on menstrual cycles and gynecological conditions.AddThis Sharing ButtonsShare to PrintPrintShare to EmailEmailShare to FacebookFacebookShare to TwitterTwitterShare to MoreAddThisThe National Institutes of Health, Apple, and the Harvard T. H. Chan School of Public Health announced their research partnership for a major long-term study of women’s health. The collaboration will permit researchers to study conditions including pregnancy, infertility, polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), menopausal transition, and osteoporosis. Apple’s new Research App will help users participate in the study and will be a free download in the App Store later this year.The intention is to improve women’s health by identifying the factors that impact women from around the country. This new study will connect academic medical institutions, healthcare organizations, and Apple products with the goal of contributing to medical science and helping to create the next generation of innovative health software. The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), the NIH institute involved in the partnership, has several of the world’s leading scientists on women’s health and population studies. NIEHS will provide expert advice and data analysis for the Apple Women’s Health Study."This is an exciting opportunity for NIEHS researchers to contribute to the study design and use the resulting data to answer novel questions, not only important to women of reproductive age, but to women of all ages," said Dale Sandler, Ph.D., chief of the NIEHS Epidemiology Branch.Allen Wilcox, M.D., Ph.D., Scientist Emeritus at NIEHS, has spent 40 years studying fertility and pregnancy, and welcomes this opportunity to work with Apple and colleagues at Harvard. He is optimistic about the medical advances that could come from this collaboration."Studies conducted with commercial cycle and fertility tracking apps have great potential for making important contributions to science, because they can enroll much larger samples of women and from far more diverse backgrounds," added Wilcox. "We want to do our part to make this new method of data collection a scientifically valid source of health information."



• They’re nearly 2X more likely than women without 
complications to develop hypertension later

• 31% with at least one adverse outcome experienced 
chronic hypertension (v. 17% for those without)

Study underscores need for 
• Greater focus on pregnancy histories
• Possibly, closer health monitoring & more 

lifestyle counseling to prevent hypertension 

ORWH-cofunded study finds life course 
impact of pregnancy complications 
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Haas DM et al. 2019. Journal of the American Heart Association. 8: e013092. 
doi.org/10.1161/JAHA.119.013092M
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Women who experience complications (such as preterm 
births & preeclampsia) during 1st pregnancy are developing 
hypertension soon after − some within 3 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
****Haas DM et al. 2019. Association of Adverse Pregnancy Outcomes With Hypertension 2 to 7 Years Postpartum. Journal of the American Heart Association. 2019;8:e013092. doi.org/10.1161/JAHA.119.013092Women who experience complications such as preterm births and preeclampsia during their first pregnancy are nearly twice more likely than women without complications to develop high blood pressure later in life—some as quickly as three years later, according to a new study of more than 4,000 women.The researchers found that 31% of the women with at least one adverse outcome during their first pregnancy experienced chronic hypertension, while only 17% of those who did not experience complications developed this condition. The risk of developing chronic hypertension grew even higher with additional adverse outcomes, they said.Haas said that the findings underscore the need for doctors to focus on the health histories of women. “That may mean asking more details about the health history of women during pregnancy. It may mean closer health monitoring and more counseling about possible lifestyle modifications to prevent high blood pressure. A lot of the women tested during this study didn’t have any idea that they had high blood pressure,” he said. 



FY19 Sex/Gender Admin. Supp. explores 
role of fetal sex in maternal health
Cardiometabolic complications, including hypertensive 
disorders and GDM –

• Contribute to US’s excessive rates of maternal mortality (MM) 
and racial disparity in MM

• Increases mothers’ increased lifetime risk of CV and metabolic 
disease 

• Risk factors & biomarkers can’t adequately identify at-risk 
women

• Research will investigate whether:
• Distinct lipidomic profiles in early and/or later pregnancy 

associate with cardiometabolic complications 
• Differences in lipidomic profile occur according to fetal sex

• Participants will be pregnant Black women 18-40
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Anne Lang Dunlop, MD, MPH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Environmental exposures during the critical prenatal and early childhood periods can result in lifelong health consequences. Mechanisms underlying these exposure-health relationships are complex, with exogenous exposures affecting endogenous processes, which perturb metabolic pathways that lead to adverse health outcomes. Both adverse exposures and their health consequences disproportionately impact African American (AA) women and children, highlighting that health disparities begin in utero and are amplified postnatally.Principal Investigator:ANNE Lang DUNLOP, MD, MPHEmory University SOMApplicant Organization:EMORY UNIVERSITYABSTRACTUS women, particularly African American women, experience markedly greater maternal mortality and morbidity compared to women of other developed nations. A substantial portion of the excess US maternalmortality and morbidity is attributed to cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy, including hypertensive disorders of pregnancy (HDP, such as preeclampsia, eclampsia, and gestational hypertension) and gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). Cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy also impart increased lifetime risk of cardiovascular and metabolic disease among affected women (and their offspring) including for obesity, metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and atherosclerosis. Existing risk factors and biomarkers cannot adequately identify women who will experience cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy, such that risk reduction strategies cannot be effectively targeted. Emerging data support that fetal sex affects maternal health during and after pregnancy. Epidemiologic studies link female fetal sex with increased risk for HDP and type 2 diabetes mellitus post-pregnancy. Studies of maternal glucose intolerance, GDM, and preterm birth have yielded conflicting associations with fetal sex, but mechanistic studies link female fetal sex to greater maternal  insulin resistance. More recently, sex-specific changes in the lipidome have been discovered; yet whetherthere is a lipid signature associated with male or female fetal sex, and whether such a signature indicates risk for cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy, remains unexplored. As the circulating lipidome contains key mediators of vascular tone, inflammation, and insulin sensitivity, the powerful tool of lipidomics holds promise for revealing early biomarkers of cardiometabolic dysregulation, which could be deployed in the early identification and treatment of affected pregnancies. Using a cohort developed and sustained by NIH-funded studies of the microbiome (R01 NR014800) and the metabolome (R24 ES029490) and pregnancy outcomes in African American women, we propose to utilize stored sera to characterize lipidomic profiles in early and later pregnancy (8-14 and 24-30 weeks) to determine whether distinct lipidomic profiles associate with the occurrence of cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy; and whether differences in the lipidomic profile, and/or in the occurrence of particular lipidomic profiles associated with cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy, occur according to fetal sex. By using state-of-the-art lipidomics to investigate the role of fetal sex in this set of maternal health conditions that greatly impact maternal mortality and morbidity, and racial disparities in maternal mortality and morbidity, this proposal is responsive to the strategic goals of the 2019-23 Trans-NIH Strategic Plan for Women’s Health Research: to advance rigorous research that is relevant to the health of women, to develop methods to consider sex influences on women’s and maternal health, and to promote the training and career development of scientists in women’s health.PROJECT NARRATIVECardiometabolic complications of pregnancy – including hypertensive disorders of pregnancy (such as preeclampsia, eclampsia, and gestational hypertension) and gestational diabetes mellitus – are leadingcontributors to US women’s excessive rates of maternal mortality and to the US black-white racial disparity in maternal mortality, and their occurrence imparts increased lifetime risk for cardiovascular and metabolic morbidity among affected women. Existing risk factors and biomarkers cannot adequately identify women who will experience cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy such that risk-reduction strategies cannot be effectively targeted. The proposed Supplement will employ targeted lipidomics upon existing serum samples from a well-phenotyped cohort of pregnant African American women to investigate whether distinct lipidomic profiles in early and/or later pregnancy (8-14 and 24-30 weeks) associate with cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy and whether differences in the lipidomic profile occur according to fetal sex.Inclusion of Women and MinoritiesThe proposed research will employ targeted lipidomic investigation of existing serum samples from a subset of pregnant African American women enrolled in a pregnancy cohort that was initiated and sustained by NIHfunded investigations of the microbiome (R01 NR014800) and the metabolome (R24 ES0294090) and the occurrence of pregnancy outcomes and complications. Specifically, from among the 485 participants currently enrolled in the Parent study with an ascertained delivery outcome, we will select 188 for participation in the proposed Supplement analyses using a case/control approach (94 women with cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy, 94 women with full term deliveries without cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy). No new subjects will be enrolled for the conduct of the proposed research, and the planned analyses of existing specimens and data do not require additional IRB approval or amendment of our existing protocol. The pregnancy cohort was derived under the Parent study with the purpose of investigating within-race risk and protective factors for adverse pregnancy outcomes and complications among African American women, as  they disproportionately suffer from these important maternal health conditions. As such, all participants in the Parent study and in the proposed Supplement will be pregnant women 18-40 years of age who self-report as being African American or Black.LARGER GRANT S/G Admin. Supp.3-R24-ES029490-01DUNLOP, ANNE LANGMaintenance and Enhancement of the Atlanta African American Maternal-Child Cohort: Exposome Profiling via High-resolution Metabolomics and Integration of Microbiome-Metabolome-Epigenome Data Environmental exposures during the critical prenatal and early childhood periods can result in lifelong health consequences. Mechanisms underlying these exposure-health relationships are complex, with exogenous exposures (such as chemical toxicants) affecting endogenous processes (such as gene regulation and metabolism), which perturb metabolic pathways that lead to adverse health outcomes. Both adverse exposures and their health consequences disproportionately impact African American (AA) women and children, highlighting that health disparities begin in utero and are amplified postnatally. Among outcomes disproportionately experienced by AA children are preterm birth, neurodevelopmental deficits, and obesity – all linked to environmental exposures, yet poorly understood due to etiologic complexity. Our team is currently investigating preterm birth and neurodevelopment through 18-months in relation to pre- and postnatal exposures to environmental toxicants and biopsychosocial risk factors in cohorts of pregnant AA women (R01NR014800, R01MD009064) and their infants (R01MD009746) and via our P50 Children's Environmental Health Center (P50ES026071) in collaboration with the Emory HERCULES Exposome Research Center (P30 ES019776). We are also evaluating child obesity and neurodevelopment at 2-5 years of age under the Environmental Child Health Outcomes (ECHO) program (UG3OD023318). Through this R24 mechanism, we propose to: (1) Continue to enroll AA women at 8-14 wks' gestation, collect data at three time points during pregnancy, and engage delivered mother-child dyads in on-going postnatal follow-up studies to allow continued investigation of relationships between prenatal and early childhood exposures to chemical and non- chemical stressors and child health outcomes (Cohort Maintenance Aim); (2) Evaluate the performance of high-resolution mass spectrometry coupled with gas chromatography (GC-HRMS) for quantifying persistent organic pollutants (POPs) microliter serum volumes by comparing measured POP concentrations to those measured using conventional targeted analytic chemistry approaches in the same cohort (Resource Infrastructure – Exposure Characterization Aim); and (3) Adapt tools for multi-omic data integration to enable the display, visualization, and integration of comprehensive exposure assessment and biological effect data – to include chemical toxicant concentrations and metabolomic (KEGG pathway), epigenomic (gene methylation and expression), and microbiome data – and the analysis of associations with pregnancy and birth outcomes within our cohort and across cohort collaborations (Resource Infrastructure - Data Preparation Aim). Through this work, we expect to advance environmental health science around the assessment of chemical mixtures (with a focus on POPs) and their adverse preclinical (metabolic and epigenetic) health effects in our own high disparity population of pregnant women and newborns and to support other cohorts and cross-cohort collaborations involving the use of high-dimensional multi-omic data.Study Type: Clinical ResearchResearch Approach: Analyze Existing DataBrief Description: Using a cohort developed and sustained by NIH-funded studies of the  microbiome (R01 NR014800) and the metabolome (R24 ES029490) and pregnancy outcomes in African American women, PI proposes to utilize stored sera to characterize lipidomic profiles in early and laterpregnancy (8-14 and 24-30 weeks) to determine whether distinct lipidomic profiles associate with the occurrence of cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy; and whether differences in the lipidomic profile, and/or in the occurrence of particular lipidomic profiles associated with cardiometabolic complications of pregnancy, occur  according to fetal sex. By using state-of-the-art lipidomics to investigate the role of fetal sex in this set of maternal health conditions that greatly impact maternal mortality and morbidity, and racial disparities in maternal mortality and morbidity, this proposal is responsive to the strategic goals of the 2019-23 Trans-NIH Strategic Plan for Women's Health Research: to advance rigorous research that is relevant to the health of women, to develop methods to consider sex influences on women's and maternal health, and to promote the training and career development of scientists in women's health.



NICHD
Strategic Plan 
2020
Healthy pregnancies.
Healthy children.
Healthy and optimal 
lives.

 Understanding the Molecular, 
Cellular, and Structural Basis of 
Development

 Promoting Gynecologic, 
Andrologic, and Reproductive 
Health

 Setting the Foundation for 
Healthy Pregnancies and 
Lifelong Wellness 

 Improving Child and 
Adolescent Health and the 
Transition to Adulthood 

 Advancing Safe and Effective 
Therapeutics and Devices for 
Pregnant and Lactating 
Women, Children, and People 
with Disabilities
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ORWH coordinating resources to drive impact in 
maternal health

**As of 10/01/19*As of 10/01/19
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ORWH coordinating resources to drive impact in 
maternal health

Symposium*

>680 people reached
• 113 in person
• 567 via videocast

Federal Representation: 
HRSA | CDC | FDA

MMM Booklet**

600 Disseminated

Trans-HHS resource 
summarizes >50 publications 

and resources 

Web Portal**

2236 Total
1520 Unique

Sources
ICOs – HHS - CDC - ACOG 

HRSA - Others 
**As of 10/01/19*As of 10/01/19
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I. Scientific Collaborations
II. Research Programs
III. SABV Update
IV. Women in Biomedical Careers
V. Building Connections
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[NOTE: Via animation, sections I and III through V dim automatically. This animation is repated on all the section slides.] 
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[CLICK]Research is the heart of our work at ORWH.In fact, the first Strategic Goal in the Trans-NIH Strategic Plan articulates our core mission, RESEARCH on women’s health.  It states that the plan aims …“to advance rigorous research that is relevant to the health of women. This goal encourages research that will foster innovation, expand emerging areas of science, and address issues of public health importance.”
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Presentation Notes
Total budget for extramural $$ was $29,420,935 in FY18.BIRCWH $8,808,272 (30%; 20 awards)Other IC Co-fund $6,748,668 (23%, 46 awards)R56 $1,796,858 (6%, 6 awards)SCORE $4,871,058 (17%, 6 awards)Sex/Gender Admin. Supp. $4,273,444 (15%, 44 awards_U3 Admin Supp. $2,922,635 (10%, 15 awards)TOTAL $29,420,935 (100%, 137 awards total) 
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Presentation Notes
Note: Confirm that Feb 2020 SCORE meeting is still planned.



SCORE research on 
sex differences in MetSyn could 
improve diagnosis & treatment

Investigating sex differences in 
risk factors & treatments for 
Metabolic Syndrome, incl.  
obesity, insulin resistance/ 
diabetes, dyslipidemia
• Differences in susceptibility are 

known
• But underlying mechanisms, genetic 

and physiological, are poorly defined
Investigating from multiple 
perspectives, such as effects of 
• Estrogen
• XX vs. XY sex chromosome
• Genetic variation
Identifying factors that 
determine sex-specific risk may 
lead to better diagnosis & 
treatment for both sexes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Karen Reue directs the UCLA SCORE research on sex differences in the metabolic syndrome Men and women differ in their risk for the development of obesity, insulin resistance, high blood cholesterol levels and cardiovascular disease. Differences between men and women in susceptibility to cardio-metabolic disease are well known, but the underlying genetic and physiological mechanisms remain poorly defined. UCLA SCORE investigators are seeking understand reasons for these sex differences. A unique feature of program is the investigation of sex differences in MetSyn from multiple perspectives, including effects of estrogen, of XX vs. XY sex chromosome complement, and of genetic variation. These studies will identify biomarkers that may allow us to develop therapies in more thoughtful ways to optimally benefit both women and men.****1U54DK120342-01NIDDKREUE, KARENUCLASex Differences in the Metabolic Syndrome Abstract PROJECT SUMMARY - Overall: Sex Differences in the Metabolic Syndrome The objective of our SCORE on “Sex Differences in the Metabolic Syndrome” is to elucidate sex differences in risk factors and treatments for Metabolic Syndrome (MetSyn) components such as obesity, insulin resistance/diabetes, dyslipidemia, and fatty liver. Differences between men and women in susceptibility to cardio-metabolic disease are well known, but the underlying genetic and physiological mechanisms remain poorly defined. Our goal is to identify factors that determine sex-specific MetSyn risk, which may lead to better diagnosis and treatment for both sexes. A unique feature of our program is the investigation of sex differences in MetSyn from multiple perspectives, including effects of estrogen, of XX vs. XY sex chromosome complement, and of genetic variation.Our program consists of three research projects and three cores, and will use preclinical models and human tissue samples. Project 1, “Sex chromosome effects on metabolic syndrome risk and treatment,” will build on the finding that the presence of XX compared to XY chromosomes increases susceptibility to obesity and related traits. Much of the XX effect is attributable to the Kdm5c gene, which escapes X chromosome inactivation and encodes a histone modifying enzyme. Our studies will define the effects of Kdm5c dose on the epigenetic regulation of gene expression, energy balance, and adipose tissue remodeling during obesity. They will also elucidate the XX chromosome effect on increased female risk for diabetes secondary to statin drug therapy, and test a dietary co-therapy that may alleviate this sex-biased adverse drug response. Project 2, “Gene-by-sex interactions in mitochondrial functions and metabolic traits,” seeks to understand the roles of both genetics and sex in MetSyn traits. Results of a “systems genetics” approach have implicated sex- and tissue-specific action of specific genes on MetSyn traits. Our studies will elucidate sex effects on mitochondrial functions in insulin resistance, sex-specific effects of the adipokine lipocalin 2 on adiposity and insulin resistance, and the sex-specific role of the PKLR pyruvate kinase in hepatic steatosis. The gene-by-sex interactions discovered in the mouse will be tested in tissues from human cohorts. Project 3, “The impact of estrogen receptor (ER)  in metabolic health,” will test the hypothesis that muscle ER protects against metabolic dysfunction in mice and women, will identify ER regulatory sites across the genome in females and males, and elucidate the effect of ER on the regulation of mitochondrial function. Results may provide proof-of-concept evidence that skeletal muscle ER is an effective therapeutic target to combat metabolic dysfunction and type 2 diabetes. The Genomic Technologies Core will perform RNA-seq, ChIP-seq and related technologies for all three projects. The Career Enhancement Core will foster research in sex differences in metabolism by administering a Pilot & Feasibility grant program, and through courses, workshops, and a free library of videos. The Administrative Core will ensure effective leadership and management of this SCORE. 
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Two FIRSTS: ORWH’s first RO1 ever – which includes a $1 M ORWH contribution -- and NIH’s first RO1 on sex and gender!  This FOA represents a milestone achievement.This is an important milestone for ORWH and comes at the cusp of us entering our 30th Anniversary year. We are poised and ready to take research on sex and gender influences to the next level.It’s also a milestone for NIH. It reaffirms NIH’s commitment to considering sex and gender influences in research and the mission of ORWH. The Intersection of Sex and Gender Influences on Health and Disease seeks RO1 applications on the influence and intersection of sex and gender in health and disease. This FOA encourages research across many scientific disciplines to examine how sex and gender factors intersect with health and disease. Proposed investigations must:include both sex and gender-related variables and  address at least one of the five objectives from Strategic Goal 1 of The 2019–2023 Trans-NIH Strategic Plan for Women’s Health Research.First-round applications are due November 25, 2019. Due dates for subsequent rounds of applications are November 25, 2020, and November 26, 2021.Congratulations to Rebecca and the Basic and Translational Sciences Section for their contributions. I know that many people worked hard including behind the scenes to help with the myriad steps required to prepare and launch this new FOA.  Please help us get the word out. This is a fantastic new opportunity to apply for the gold standard NIH research grant to support disease-agnostic research that addresses the crucial intersection of sex and gender in the context of health and disease. -------------------BackgroundThe Research Project Grant (R01) is NIH’s oldest grant mechanism, designed to support “a discrete, specified, circumscribed project to be performed by the named investigator(s) in an area representing the investigator's specific interest and competencies, based on the mission of the NIH.”In the past decade, there has been growing recognition that disease prevalence, course and outcomes in women and men are influenced by both biologic sex and gender. Research suggests that some diseases are unique to women; some are more common in women than in men; and some are characterized by different disease courses in women than in men. This FOA seeks research that will expand the current understanding of the sex and gender factors that drive these crucial differences. ��JAC Email:Congratulations to Rebecca and the Basic and Translational Sciences Section on the publication of ORWH’s first R01 and NIH’s first sex and gender-focused R01! I know that many people worked hard including behind the scenes to help with all of the myriad steps required to prepare and launch this new FOA and I appreciate the team effort supporting this important project. This is an important milestone for ORWH and comes at the cusp of us entering our 30th Anniversary year. I know you join me in celebrating this accomplishment for team ORWH and will work hard to get the word out about this fantastic new opportunity to apply for the gold standard NIH research grant to support disease-agnostic research that addresses the crucial intersection of sex and gender in the context of health and disease. We want the scientific research community to be aware of and take advantage of this path to research funding on sex and gender as we expand the reach of these important considerations throughout more disciplines and areas of biomedical research. We are poised and ready to take research on sex and gender influences to the next level. ****RFA-OD-19-029https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-OD-19-029.htmlIn order to be responsive to this FOA, application must address all of the following:(1)  Include one or more sex-based variables, including but not limited to: evaluation of sex as a biological variable; sex-based comparisons on conditions in females and males; biologically based variables such as hormones, physical features, anatomy, or biomarkers.(2)  Include one or more gender-based variables, including but not limited to: assessment of psychosocial variables relevant to health conditions; measures of socially constructed roles, experiences, identities, or behaviors of girls, women, boys, men, or gender diverse people.(3) The intersection of sex and gender. (4) One of the five objectives from Strategic Goal 1 of the new 2019-2023 Trans-NIH Strategic Plan for Women's Health Research.  The strategic plan for Goal 1 has the following objectives:“1.1  Discover basic biological differences between females and males. Studying female and male cells, organs, and biological systems is necessary to improve our understanding of the mechanisms by which sex influences health and disease. Research that examines the possible influences of sex on both normal biology and pathophysiology is critical. Generating fundamental knowledge about female biology and scientifically meaningful sex differences in both normal and abnormal processes strengthens the foundation for the design of rigorous preclinical and clinical studies that account for sex as a biological variable, enhancing their relevance to the health of women.“1.2  Investigate the influence of sex and gender on disease prevention, presentation, management, and outcomes. Sex and gender factors and their intersection influence the course of many diseases, including risk and protective factors, presentation, treatment, and recovery. Gaps in knowledge about these influences remain for many illnesses and chronic diseases affecting women, including the effects of comorbidities. Identifying meaningful effects of sex and gender on diseases and understanding how these influences affect the health of women will address sex- and gender-based disease burden, contribute to a more individualized approach to health care, promote disease prevention, and improve quality of life.“1.3  Identify the immediate, mid-, and long-term effects of exposures on health and disease outcomes.  Various types of exposures affect disease risk across different timescales, ranging from an immediate outcome at the time of exposure to a delayed outcome that becomes evident at a later stage in life. Exposures include, but are not limited to, factors such as the microbiome, exogenous hormones, environmental toxins, the built environment, and behavior-related exposures such as physical activity, sleep, and nutrition. Additional exposures include social and psychological exposures such as stress and trauma across the life course; discrimination and stigma; caregiving; and factors linked to resilience, such as social support and family cohesion. Socioeconomic exposures such as poverty, family and community resources, educational attainment, and access to health care are also relevant to the health of women. Identifying the effects of exposures can inform the use of preventive interventions to reduce disease risk and promote well-being.“1.4  Promote research that explores the influence of sex and gender on the connection between the mind and body, and its impact on health and disease.  Research is needed to understand the mechanisms of mind and body connections, including their dysregulation, and their impact on behavior and cognition. Such studies are particularly relevant to certain conditions that differentially affect women such as pain, depression, sleep disorders, obesity, cardiovascular disease, and metabolic disturbances. Investigating the relationship between mental and physical factors and health outcomes can help identify opportunities for prevention, mitigate disease risk, and manage disease progression.“1.5  Expand research on female-specific conditions and diseases, including reproductive stages, and maternal and gynecologic health.  There is a need for focused investigation of female reproductive health and illness, including menstruation (normal and dysfunctional), infertility, pregnancy, lactation, and menopause. Additionally, there is a need for increased attention to research gynecologic health and disease in women of all ages. Maternal health is critically important to the health of a woman during pregnancy and throughout her life course, and for the health of her children. Because the maternal mortality rate in U.S. women is on the rise (GBD 2015 Maternal Mortality Collaborators, 2016), particularly in women of color, investigation of disparities in mortality and morbidity related to pregnancy is needed.In addition, applications submitted in response to this FOA are encouraged to consider: Health Disparities: Women are disproportionately affected by some conditions and diseases in terms of incidence, diagnosis, course, and response to treatment.  Some populations of women may be at higher risk for adverse disease outcomes because of factors such as: biology, genes, culture, education, sexual orientation, gender expression or identity, effects of poverty, access to care, quality of care, and access to opportunities for inclusion as research subjects in clinical trials and studies. Life course/Lifespan: The health of girls and women is affected by developmental, physiological, and psychological age. Women’s lives are marked by a continuum from intrauterine life to the elderly years: infancy, childhood and adolescence, menarche, reproductive life, the menopausal transition, postmenopausal years, the elderly, and the frail elderly.  Each of these factors may influence health, disease, lifestyle, treatment choices, and response to therapy.All applications to this funding opportunity announcement should fall within the mission of the Institutes/Centers. ORWH and SGMRO may co-fund applications assigned to those Institutes/Centers.National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH)National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)National Institute on Aging (NIA)National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR)National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR)Sexual & Gender Minority Research Office (SGMRO)
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-----All applications to this funding opportunity announcement should fall within the mission of the Institutes/Centers. ORWH and SGMRO may co-fund applications assigned to those Institutes/Centers.National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH)National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)National Institute on Aging (NIA)National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR)National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR)Sexual & Gender Minority Research Office (SGMRO)
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Young women’s cancer death rate is higher than 
young men’s − incidence rate, substantially so

• Overall, men fared worse − their average annual 
incidence¹ and death² rates were higher

• But among young women, ages 20 to 49…
• Death rate was 27.1 v. 22.8 among young men
• Incidence rate was 203.3 v. 115.3 among young men 

• Overall death rates in this age group are declining
• But declining at faster rate among men: 2.3% v. 1.7% 
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¹ Per 100K people, 2011-2015
² Per 100K people, 2012-2016
https://seer.cancer.gov/report_to_nation/

NIH Annual Report to the Nation on the Status of Cancer

“We’re looking for 
differences and 
we’re finding them”
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Presentation Notes
https://seer.cancer.gov/report_to_nation/
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ORWH is developing courses to educate 
biomedical community on sex and gender
 Bench to Bedside: Integrating Sex & Gender to 

Improve Human Health (Updated)
FDA Office of Women’s Health

 Sex as a Biological Variable Primer* (New)

*in development

SABV
DISSEMINATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***Click to reveal each new bullet point (an attempt to focus their attention on what you’re saying)[Note for Dr. Clayton: Per Elizabeth Sekine, new ACRWH member Sabra Klein had a major role in the ORWH sex and gender course (Bench-to-Bedside: Integrating Sex and Gender to Improve Human Health). She was the lead author for the immunology module, which was the first module we completed and is being coded by CIT now.  Consider a shout-out to her for her contribution.] A key focus of Strategic Goal 3 is collaborations and partnerships, which is spelled out in Strategic Goal 3.2: “Identify collaborative opportunities and leverage partnerships to disseminate research that improves the health of women.”Purpose of PrimerClarify the SABV policywhat is required and what is not Create better buy-in and compliancemyth-bustingaddress perceived challengesHelp investigators better apply the policy to their researchresearch design /analysis /reportingbasic /pre-clinical /clinical /population health



ORWH is developing comprehensive SABV evaluation tools

 Development of statistically reliable evaluation tools: 
− To assess SABV in grant applications
− To identify relevant reviewer comments in summary statements 

 Pilot testing of the analysis tools on select applications and 
corresponding summary statements  

 Assessment of the inter-rater reliability of the tools
 Evaluation of the tools’ utility, validity, and limitations
 Refine tools for large scale analysis
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This includes 6-Devlop a plan to perform a comprehensive, full-scale evaluation of the consideration of SABV in select grant applications and the corresponding Summary Statements using refined and validity tested analysis tools.7-Develop a plan for ongoing evaluation and longitudinal analysis of implementation of SABV policy in peer review.8-Devlop a plan to perform a comprehensive, full-scale evaluation of the consideration of SABV in select grant applications and the corresponding Summary Statements using refined and validity tested analysis tools.9-Develop a plan for ongoing evaluation and longitudinal analysis of implementation of SABV policy in peer review.Part 1:	Screen for Preclinical Studies that Only Focus on Reagent 		GenerationPart 2: 	Is SABV incorporated in the study design?Part 3: 	Is SABV incorporated into the plan for analyses?Part 4: 	What portion of corresponding reviewers explicitly 			identify the consideration of sex as either a strength or 			weakness of the approach?



NIMH shines 
spotlight on 

SABV-related 
article 

At ORWH’s urging, ICs are increasingly 
highlighting studies that identify sex 
influences or differences
• NIMH press release promoted recently 

published Neurolmage article
• Co-author: Armin Raznahan, inaugural speaker 

for Sex & Gender in Health & Disease Scientific 
Interest Group (SGHD SIG)

• NIMH and Director Joshua Gordon’s Twitter 
accounts highlighted article

Fish AM et al. 2019. Sex-biased trajectories of amygdalo-hippocampal morphology change over human 
development. Neurolmage (available online) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2019.116122

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIH IC Directors are “walking the walk” -- at ORWH’s urging, ICs are increasingly highlighting studies that identify sex influences or differences.NIMH press release promoted recently published Neurolmage article. NIHM and Director Joshua Gordon’s Twitter accounts highlighted the article.Entitled “Sex-biased trajectories of amygdalo-hippocampal morphology change over human development” Co-author: Armin Raznahan, inaugural speaker for Sex & Gender in Health & Disease Scientific Interest Group (SGHD SIG)Authors uncovered sex-based differences in the development of the hippocampus and amygdala. These brain areas have been implicated in the biology of several mental disorders that impact males and females differently. The findings may help researchers better understand sex-based differences in the emergence of mental disorders during adolescence and early adulthoodEmail from JAC Kevin-For ACRWH Director’s Report. Our SGHD SIG inaugural speaker’s work in sex differences has been publicized by NIMH  demonstrating  enhanced SABV-related news releases by ICs, which have been calling for. This also shows how prescient we were with selecting Armin. We hosted Armin as a speaker at our inaugural Sex and Gender in Health and Disease SIG and are so excited to see this work and NIMH publicizing it. �I’ve been pushing the NIH IC Communications Directors to more explicitly state in news and press releases as well as web content whether study results were found in males and/or females and as appropriate whether sex influences or differences were identified.  It’s gratifying to see NIMH ‘walking the walk’ on SABV!��All my best,�Janine �----PRESS RELEASEResearchers at the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), part of the National Institutes of Health, have uncovered sex-based differences in the development of the hippocampus and amygdala. These brain areas have been implicated in the biology of several mental disorders that impact males and females differently. The findings, which appear in the journal NeuroImage, may help researchers better understand sex-based differences in the emergence of mental disorders during adolescence and early adulthood. …When researchers looked at the growth trajectories for the amygdala, they found statistically significant differences in the trajectory for volume growth between males and females. While both sexes experienced similar rates of volume growth in early childhood, this growth rate rapidly slowed in females around the age of 13. In males, the most rapid period of deceleration in growth occurred in their late 20s. Although still statistically significant, sex-based differences in the development of the hippocampus were less obvious, with males showing faster increases in hippocampal volume during their late teens compared with females.When researchers examined the development of different parts of the amygdala and hippocampus, they found that the most prominent sex-biases in development overlay the centromedial nuclear groups (amygdala) and rostro-caudal extremes of CA1 and CA2 (hippocampus)—subregions of the brain thought to be important for affective processing.“It is well established that adolescence is a time of dynamic sex-differences in psychiatric risk. Females become disproportionately impacted by mood and anxiety disorders as compared to males. At the same time, males show a steeper spike in rule-breaking or risk-taking behaviors relative to females,” said Raznahan. “These differences might, in part, be contributed to by sex-differences in the relative timing of development for different brain systems. Our findings help pinpoint where and when we see sex-differences in developmental timing of brain regions that are important for socio-emotional functioning.”----SGHD SIG inaugural speaker Armin Raznahan, Developmental Neurogenomics Unit, Human Genetics Branch, National Institute of Mental Health, co-authored recently published article “Sex-biased trajectories of amygdalo-hippocampal morphology change over human development” in ****Fish AM et al. 2019. Sex-biased trajectories of amygdalo-hippocampal morphology change over human development. Neurolmage (available online) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2019.116122AbstractThe amygdala and hippocampus are two adjacent allocortical structures implicated in sex-biased and developmentally-emergent psychopathology. However, the spatiotemporal dynamics of amygdalo-hippocampal development remain poorly understood in healthy humans. The current study defined trajectories of volume and shape change for the amygdala and hippocampus by applying a multi-atlas segmentation pipeline (MAGeT-Brain) and semi-parametric mixed-effects spline modeling to 1,529 longitudinally-acquired structural MRI brain scans from a large, single-center cohort of 792 youth (403 males, 389 females) between the ages of 5 and 25 years old. We found that amygdala and hippocampus volumes both follow curvilinear and sexually dimorphic growth trajectories. These sex-biases were particularly striking in the amygdala: males showed a significantly later and slower adolescent deceleration in volume expansion (at age 20 years) than females (age 13 years). Shape analysis localized significant hot-spots of sex-biased anatomical development in sub-regional territories overlying rostral and caudal extremes of the CA1/2 in the hippocampus, and the centromedial nuclear group of the amygdala. In both sexes, principal components analysis revealed close integration of amygdala and hippocampus shape change along two main topographically-organized axes – low vs. high areal expansion, and early vs. late growth deceleration. These results bring greater resolution to our spatiotemporal understanding of amygdalo-hippocampal development in healthy males and females and discover focal sex-differences in the structural maturation of the brain components that may contribute to differences in behavior and psychopathology that emerge during adolescence.Gordon JL et al. 2018. Efficacy of Transdermal Estradiol and Micronized Progesterone in the Prevention of Depressive Symptoms in the Menopause Transition: A Randomized Clinical Trial.. JAMA Psychiatry. 2018 Feb 1;75(2):149-157. doi: 10.1001/jamapsychiatry.2017.3998AbstractIMPORTANCE:The menopause transition and early postmenopausal period are associated with a 2- to 4-fold increased risk for clinically significant depressive symptoms. Although a few studies suggest that hormone therapy can effectively manage existing depression during this time, to our knowledge, there have been no studies testing whether hormone therapy can prevent the onset of perimenopausal and early postmenopausal depressive symptoms.OBJECTIVE:To examine the efficacy of transdermal estradiol plus intermittent micronized progesterone (TE+IMP) in preventing depressive symptom onset among initially euthymic perimenopausal and early postmenopausal women. A secondary aim was to identify baseline characteristics predicting TE+IMP's beneficial mood effects.DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS:Double-blind, placebo-controlled randomized trial at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill from October 2010 to February 2016. Participants included euthymic perimenopausal and early postmenopausal women from the community, aged 45 to 60 years.INTERVENTIONS:Transdermal estradiol (0.1 mg/d) or transdermal placebo for 12 months. Oral micronized progesterone (200 mg/d for 12 days) was also given every 3 months to women receiving active TE, and identical placebo pills were given to women receiving placebo.MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES:Scores on the Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale (CES-D), assessed at baseline and months 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 after randomization, and the incidence of clinically significant depressive symptoms, defined as a CES-D score of at least 16.RESULTS:Of 172 participants, 130 were white (76%), and 70 were African American (19%), with a mean household income of $50 000 to $79 999. The mean age was 51 years, and 43 developed clinically significant depressive symptoms. Women assigned to placebo were more likely than those assigned to TE+IMP to score at least 16 on the CES-D at least once during the intervention phase (32.3% vs 17.3%; odds ratio [OR], 2.5; 95% CI, 1.1-5.7; P = .03) and had a higher mean CES-D score across the intervention period (P = .03). Baseline reproductive stage moderated the effect of treatment (β, -1.97; SEM, 0.80; P for the interaction = .03) such that mood benefits of TE+IMP vs placebo were evident among women in the early menopause transition (β, -4.2; SEM, 1.2; P < .001) but not the late menopause transition (β, -0.9; SEM, 0.3; P = .23) or among postmenopausal women (β, -0.3; SEM, 1.1; P = .92). Stressful life events in the 6 months preceding enrollment also moderated the effect of treatment on mean CES-D score such that the mood benefits of TE+IMP increased with a greater number of events (β, 1.22; SEM, 0.40; P = .003). Baseline estradiol levels, baseline vasomotor symptoms, history of depression, and history of abuse did not moderate treatment effects.CONCLUSIONS:Twelve months of TE+IMP were more effective than placebo in preventing the development of clinically significant depressive symptoms among initially euthymic perimenopausal and early postmenopausal women.
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Outline

• Scientific Collaborations
• Research Programs
• SABV Update
• Women in Biomedical Careers
• Building Connections



EXAMINE
• How women’s participation varies across disciplines
• How intersection of race & gender impacts WOC
• What interventions have produced sustained 

improvements in representation and leadership
• Why effective interventions haven’t been scaled up 

or adopted 
DEVELOP
• Actionable recommendations to improve 

representation and leadership 

Stay tuned for NASEM report!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suggested MessageAs many of you know, the National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine have undertaken another major study “addressing the underrepresentation of women” in STEMM – as a follow-up to the seminal Beyond Bias and Barriers report. ORWH is a co-sponsor, along with the National Science Foundation and L’Oreal. The chair of the committee undertaking the study is Dr. Mae C. Jemison, the first African American woman to go into space.  Its goals are as follows:EXAMINE:How women’s participation varies across disciplinesHow intersection of race and gender impacts WOCWhat interventions have produced sustained improvements in representation and leadershipWhy effective interventions haven’t been scaled up or adopted DEVELOP actionable recommendations to improve representation and leadership As a part of that effort, I participated in last March’s NASEM symposium on the consensus study.Looking forward, two important dates:Next March NASEM will relsae the Final Report.That same month, on March 19th, NIH will host a NASEM symposium on the Final Report.



ACD Working Group
on Changing the 

Culture to End Sexual 
Harassment

Assess current state of sexual harassment allegation investigation, 
reporting, remediation, and disciplinary procedures at NIH-funded 
organizations;
Advise on oversight, accountability, and reporting measures for 
awardee institutions that will encourage a reduction in, and 
prevention of, sexual harassment in biomedical research 
laboratories;
Propose actions and policies that would promote a safe and 
inclusive culture at NIH-supported research conferences;
Suggest system-wide changes to culture and climate to prevent 
harassment and gender discrimination through diffusion of 
hierarchical environments by mentoring networks and committee-
based advisement + strong and diverse leadership;
Develop strategies for encouraging research on anti-harassment 
policies, procedures, and training, as well as measures and 
evaluations of their effectiveness.
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Working Group’s Charge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to briefly mention the ACD Working Group on Changing the Culture to End Sexual Harassment – on which I serve.Interim Report with preliminary recommendations at June 13-14, 2019 ACD meetingACD WG on Changing the Culture to End Sexual Harassment – Interim Recommendations (June 2019)Treat professional misconduct, including sexual harassment, as seriously as research misconductRequire all PIs to attest, when submitting NIH grant applications and progress reports, that they have not violated and will not violate their institutional code of conduct Establish mechanisms for restorative justice for survivors and to recapture lost talentDevelop novel approaches to address investigator independence from their mentors****BackgroundACD Working Group is charged with these tasks:Assess the current state of sexual harassment allegation investigation, reporting, remediation, and disciplinary procedures at NIH-funded organizations.Advise on oversight, accountability, and reporting measures for awardee institutions, that will encourage a reduction in, and prevention of, sexual harassment in biomedical research laboratories.Propose actions and policies that would promote a safe and inclusive culture at NIH-supported research conferences.Suggest systemwide changes to culture and climate to prevent harassment and gender discrimination through diffusion of hierarchical environments by mentoring networks and committee-based advisement, and strong and diverse leadership.Develop strategies for encouraging research on anti-harassment policies, procedures, and training; and measures and evaluations of their effectiveness.The ACD Working Group hosted on-campus listening sessions on May 16 – over 550 people attended, either in person or via videocast. Significant participation by NIH leadership. WG can be found at: https://acd.od.nih.gov/working-groups/sexual-harassment.html



Sexual harassment | Working Group

• Report on September meeting
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Presentation Notes
[A CLICK will reveal media analytics for Dr. Collins’s Twitter announcement and ORWH social media.]



Sexual harassment | Working Group

• Report on September meeting
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Media 
Response

NBC, 6/13 14M
Twitter*

Engagements 22K
Impressions 1.69M

ORWH
Twitter

Impressions 4,961
LinkedIn

Views 3,340

*@NIHDirector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[A CLICK will reveal media analytics for Dr. Collins’s Twitter announcement and ORWH social media.]
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Media coverage advances case for women’s health research

Lasker Foundation, June 17, 2019
“Stopping the leaks.” About the Action Collaborative on Preventing 
Sexual Harassment in Higher Education. 
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German Public Radio, July 23, 2019 
“Neuroscience: Do too many male experimental animals distort the 
results?” Interview with Chyren Hunter, Ph.D. reached 2M listeners.

Research!America’s National Health Research Forum, Sep. 5, 2019
“Women Researchers Leading Discovery” panel discussion. 

The Washington Post, Oct. 19, 2019 
“Women are more than twice as likely as men to suffer from PTSD. 
Studies are underway to find out why”
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WOMEN’S HEALTH In Focus AT NIH

Circulation >18,000

Subscribe bit.ly/ORWHInFocus 

Fall Issue’s Top Story: 
Stress, Its Effects on 

the Health of 
Women, and Stress 

Mitigation

Beeler et al. 2019. Institutional Report Cards for Gender 
Equality: Lessons Learned from Benchmarking Efforts for 
Women in STEM. Cell Stem Cell 25(3): 306-310.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good news- our quarterly publication has been cited as a resource in a recent excellent publication-see link below. Kudos to all involved in the development of this excellent ORWH product. From Team ORWH members like the ADs and other staff who do our recurring columns and provide scientific input to the features in each issues, our careers experts who cover our spotlights on scientists and institutional lessons learned, to the entire Comms group who manage the project including our SEI colleagues who create great graphics, and engaging layouts and provide editorial support and more, and everyone who has pitched in along the way, NIH Women’s Health- In Focus is truly a team effort! Very special acknowledgement goes to Lamont and Matt for leading this important effort on behalf of the office. This recognition demonstrates the value added that has been created for our stakeholders, both internal and external to NIH, by this high quality ORWH product and demonstrates that it is indeed achieving our objectives. Thank you all for your hard work, commitment to conveying important information of relevance to the health of women, and your dedication to helping us achieve the mission of ORWH. From article in Cell: “Additional initiatives noted in the literature include the creation of a ‘‘future STEM faculty’’ listserv to facilitate diversity in applicant pools (part of an ADVANCE project by Case Western Reserve University; https:// case.edu/ideal-n/about/project-description/ full-project-description) (#7), incorporation of implicit bias statements in funding ap- plications by the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation (#4) (Alvarez et al., 2019), and dissemination of a quarterly publication focused on women’s health, women in science, and funding opportunities by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Office of Research on Women’s Health(https://orwh.od.nih.gov/sites/orwh/ files/docs/ORWH-Spring- Newsletter2019-Vol2no1-508.pdf) (#5).”https://www.cell.com/cell-stem-cell/pdfExtended/S1934-5909(19)30345-5-----FYI: Cell Press journals are considered gold star journals. Cell Stem Cell has an impact factor of 21.5, making it a top-tier science journal. They only accept a tiny fraction of submitted papers.



Upcoming 
Events

Dec. 11, 2019 BIRCWH Meeting

2020
March 19 NASEM Symposium on Consensus Study, NIH
May 4-7 OSSD Keynote and ORWH Travel Awards
May  12 Annual Vivian W. Pinn Symposium
May 19-20 Pregnancy & Maternal Conditions that 

Increase Risk of Morbidity & Mortality 
Symposium

April 20-21 50th ACRWH Meeting
Sep. 2-3 NIH Inclusion Across the Lifespan Workshop
Oct. 13 BIRCWH 20th Anniversary
Oct. 20 ACRWH Meeting
Oct. 21 30th Anniversary Scientific Symposium 
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Presentation Notes
[Note: No information online yet about Women’s Healthy meeting] Regarding Travel Awards OSSD will not begin to advertise the meeting until Dec / Jan.  Website https://www.ossdweb.org/ossd-2020-annual-meetingUntil OSSD begins accepting submissions, ORWH will not accept applications for our travel award (our award is dependent on them being accepted at OSSD). We are anticipating that may happen around December. We have information on our website at the moment about the award (https://orwh.od.nih.gov/science-policy) but will not be promoting until OSSD begins to promote. 
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